SP-15-1585
Mayor and Councillors
COUNCIL
4 JUNE 2015
Meeting Status: Public
Purpose of Report: For Decision

FUTURE KĀPITI: DECISIONS ON CORE COMPONENTS OF THE
LONG TERM PLAN 2015 - 35
PURPOSE OF REPORT
1

This report seeks approval of the key components of the Long Term Plan 2015-35 (LTP)
to allow Audit to issue their Audit Opinion prior to the final LTP being tabled for adoption
by the Council on 25 June.

DELEGATION
2

Only the Council has the authority to adopt components of the LTP.

BACKGROUND
3

The process of developing the 2015-35 LTP began in November 2013. By June 2014
draft Council Outcomes had been developed and activity managers were drafting activity
management plans (AMPs). A Community Reference Group (CRG) was convened to
provide feedback on the Council Outcomes and the draft edited as result of the Group’s
feedback. Council also noted the issues the CRG thought were important for the
community at the present time.

4

In a series of working sessions in September and October 2014, the Council developed its
priorities which resulted in a Plan on a Page documenting the challenges for the
community, as raised by the CRG, and key focus areas for the Council as it addresses the
challenges and drives towards the Council Outcomes.

5

In late October and November 2014, a series of public workshops were held to familiarise
the Council and interested members of the community with the critical information in the
draft AMPs which would inform and underpin the LTP. Levels of service and related key
performance indicators were discussed along with major projects or initiatives and
preliminary budgets required to deliver the activity programmes over the next twenty
years.

6

After the 2014 summer break, further public workshops were held in January and
February 2015 at which Councillors firmed up their views on the portfolio of major projects
and initiatives and gave indications of which ones it wished to consult with the community
on. A Consultation Document (CD) was produced reflecting decisions made at the 5
March 2015 meeting of Council.

7

Consultation began on 20 March 2015 using the Special Consultative Procedure and
meeting the new Local Government Act requirements for a consultation document as the
basis for engagement with the community. Four hundred and seventy-nine formal
submissions were received and 78 submitters appeared at hearings to speak to their
submissions. A copy of the summaries of all submissions was distributed to Elected
Members at a briefing on 12 May.
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8

9

In respect to the submissions received:


21% were received directly by the new online system



28 % were received by e-mail



85% were from individuals



15% were from those representing organisations

In addition to the formal submission process, less formal feedback received through open
days held throughout the District and via the Councils’ Facebook page was summarised
and presented at the Council briefing on 12 May 2015.

ISSUES
Key initiatives and major projects– feedback received
10 In the CD, the Council asked the community for its views on the options for four key
initiatives and for comments on six further proposed major projects. Feedback received
during the consultation period on these proposals is summarised in Tables 1 and 2 below
(the Ōtaki Pool/splash pad proposal is reported in separate rows). It should be noted that
most formal submitters used the submission form either online or in hard copy. However,
not all submitters took the opportunity to tick a box indicating their preferred option for the
four key initiatives. Percentages indicated in Table 1 are derived from the numbers of
ticks in boxes but the narrative feedback has had to be assessed qualitatively and the
weight of opinion reflected in the comments column.
Table 1 Feedback on key initiatives
Key initiative

% support

Comments

Town Centres

Achievable
Comments where
(recommended) people did not
58%
select an option
shows significant
support for fast
tracking the
Waikanae Town
Centre
redevelopment

Te Ātiawa hard Rebuild
Comments also
courts
(recommended) showed significant
70%
support for the
rebuild option
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Action proposed
It is recommended the
council develops the town
centres as per the
achievable option.
It is also recommended
that additional consultation
is undertaken with
stakeholders and specific
suggestions raised in
submissions are
considered as part of
detailed design.

It is recommended the
council rebuilds the courts
as per the option presented
in the consultation
document. Note this does
not preclude investigation
of other sites in the future.
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Key initiative

% support

Comments

Ōtaki Pool

Future proof
Comments also
(recommended) showed support for
86%
the recommended
option

It is recommended that the
council future proofs the
pool.

Splash pad in
Ōtaki

Build next to
Pool
(recommended)
61%

Comments show
significantly more
support for building
a splash pad, but
not a strong
preference for
location

It is recommended that the
council builds a splash
pad next to the pool

Performing Arts
Centre
investment

Invest only in
Kāpiti College
performing arts
centre (not
recommended)
53%

Comments show
concern about any
investment in an
arts facility or a
desire for
significantly more
work to determine
best approach.

It is recommended the
council invests in the
Kāpiti College performing
arts centre now – subject
to an appropriate
agreement about
community use of the
centre – and revisits the
development of a
community
performance/events
facility as part of the next
LTP.

It should be noted
that if the numbers
are combined for
the 2 options of 1
investing only in
Kāpiti College’s
centre and 2
investing in both
the Kāpiti College
centre and
potentially a
community centre
later, a score of
90% support is
achieved.

Action proposed

11 Where the performing arts centre investment is concerned, it appears from comments
made that there may have been some confusion over what the recommended option was
proposing. The CD tried to make clear that work would be done to assess need once the
Kāpiti College Centre was open and the Southward Car Museum revamp complete and
that any additional facility would only respond to identified need to complement existing
facilities. However, comments opposing this option often imply an assumption that a
community facility would inevitably be built.
12 Officers recommend (para 83) that Council approves the adoption of the options
recommended to the community in the CD for the four key initiatives. With regard to the
performing arts centre, the retention of the 2028-31 budget in this LTP will allow Council to
keep options open and commit to an additional facility if a clear need is identified by 2028
or beyond.
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13 The feedback on the further six major projects over the next three years is summarised in
Table 2 below. It should be noted that, aside from the earthquake-prone building
assessment, these projects had all had some measure of public consultation with affected
groups prior to their inclusion in the draft LTP and an agreement reached on the way
forward. They were included in the CD for completeness and to gauge the views of the
wider community (which will fund them) via comments but because of the level of
commitment to them already in place, options were not presented.
Table 2 Feedback on proposed major projects
Major project

Comments

Replacement of Paekākāriki
sea wall

On balance feedback showed more support for
progressing the proposed replacement of the sea
wall at Paekākāriki than not.

Future of Raumati Pool
building

Mixed feedback received ranging from accelerate
re-use to demolish. More comments supported
using the building to benefit the community than
other actions.

Mahara Gallery/Waikanae
Library

A range of feedback was received but on balance
most was supportive of the proposed plan.
Note: the Gallery upgrade proposal was consulted
on during the last LTP round and a commitment
made to the project subject to the Gallery Trust
raising its share of the funding. The plan was
included in this LTP consultation to assess views on
combining this project with the Library upgrade.
The linkage between this project and the Waikanae
Town Centre transformation should be kept in mind.

Otaraua Park development
plan

In general, support was strong for the proposed
approach to redevelopment of Otaraua Park.
Feedback indicated a desire for Council to “just get
on with it”.

Youth Development Centre

Support for this proposal was strong with a sense of
“hurry up and do it”.

Earthquake-prone
assessment

buildings General acceptance that this work needs to occur.

14 Officers recommend (para 82) that Council notes the generally supportive feedback
received on these projects and supports their inclusion in the LTP.

Strategies and policies– feedback received
15 The financial strategy and infrastructure strategy and the Revenue and Financing Policy
were summarised in the CD and available online in full for consultation. No specific
feedback was requested – they were presented as underpinning information for the LTP
proposals. Some feedback was received on these strategies and policies but what was
received spanned the gamut from supportive to opposed with no clear majority view.
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16 A final legal review of the draft Revenue and Financing Policy following the consultation
concluded that the removal of the two tables listing the purposes that general rates and
targeted rates are applied to would mean that the Council would not become involved in
excessive amendments to the policy in the event of these purposes changing. In addition,
some minor editorial changes were made to improve the quality of the final policy. The
final policy is attached in Appendix 2 for approval.
17 The financial strategy and the infrastructure strategy will be presented to the Council for
approval on 25 June. The Chief Executive’s report recommends changes to the financial
strategy capital spending and borrowings limits outlined in paragraphs 65 and 66 which
have implications for both strategies but these are not significant.
18 Summaries of the Significance & Engagement and Development Contributions policies
were also included in the CD. Strictly speaking, these policies sit outside of the LTP but
all required consultation at this point so were included in the CD and feedback was
requested.
19 Very little feedback was received on these policies. One significant submission on the
Development Contributions policy was received asking for a new category of discounts to
be added to the policy (see submission 494). This matter will be considered on 25 June
2015.
20 The Revenue and Financing Policy is the subject of an officers’ recommendation at para
86. Further comment is included at para 74 under Policy Considerations.

Rates, and fees and charges levels and impacts – feedback received
21 As might be expected, support for the proposed rates increases, while evident, was
sometimes grudging: “… rates should not increase higher than inflation like household
spending. Must be limited to income. Borrowing money increase only for inter-generation
infrastructure.” However, the only significant specific area of negative comment received
was in relation to the proposed 8.5% average increase for Waikanae. Submitters’
perceptions of Councillors’ support for this increase caused them some concern.
22 Feedback was explicitly requested on proposed changes to the rating system and
changes to fees and user charges. A range of comments was received which were
generally in agreement with what was proposed. Table 3 below is a summary of the
submissions received regarding the proposed changes to the rating system.
Table 3 Feedback on proposed changes to the rating system
Number of Submissions
28 submissions supported the proposed changes.
Changes to the
Rating System

24 submissions preferred status quo
13 submissions suggested alternate changes to the Rating
System
5 submissions did not respond to the specific changes
proposed
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23 There was a general plea to keep the rating system simple and some comments were
made referring to affordability issues for specific sectors of the community. Concerns
about affordability are always in the minds of officers and Elected Members when rates
increases and changes to fees and charges are under discussion. A balance between
reducing rates and maintaining appropriate levels of service must be achieved. There
was no significant support for reducing any levels of service evidenced in the consultation
feedback. Households on fixed incomes and pockets of deprivation in Ōtaki are notable.
About 3000 households are estimated to be living in hardship – about 13%. For some of
these, the average rates to be charged would represent between 5 and 7% of their
income. The average increase is about $2 per week.
24 Discussion of financial implications of other feedback is contained in the Chief Executive’s
report (para 31 – 72).
25 Officers recommend adoption of the proposed changes to the rating system. The final
rates increases will be determined by decisions made as a result of this report. If the
decision were to proceed with the draft LTP proposals, the average rates increase for
2015/16 would be 4.2%. Officers’ recommendations in response to feedback, including
the Chief Executive’s report, do not materially change these figures.

Other ways to reduce rates – feedback received
26 Seven additional areas of potential saving were noted in the CD, although not
recommended by Council, which would have had a combined impact of reducing rates by
0.84%. They were:


Reduce the budget for economic development



Mow grass at some sites less often



Reduce funding for community groups



Charge a fee for library services



Stop funding the Sustainable Home and Garden Show



Shorten opening hours at Coastlands Aquatic Centre and Ōtaki pool



Shorten the season at Waikanae pool

27 Very few comments were received on these suggestions. The comments that were
received showed little support for any of them. Officers’ recommendation is not to pursue
these ways to reduce rates.

Other issues raised – feedback received
28 Approximately 12 submissions were received calling for local outcomes statements to be
developed for Reikorangi and Raumati Beach and existing ones reviewed for Te Horo and
Paekākāriki. Other issues raised by more than one submitter are set out in Table 4 Other
Issues Raised. A range of other issues was raised by submitters which have been
considered by Council and will be addressed as appropriate.
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Table 4 Other issues raised
Issue

Action proposed

Waikanae Beach local
outcomes statements

CE Report recommends $50K each year for next
three years for:

52 submissions in support of
urgent development of these
in response to potential
expressway impacts

• Local outcomes statements to be developed,
beginning in 2015 with Waikanae beach

Several submissions received
on related topic of
investigation of impact of
major new roads on
communities.

• Investigation of opportunities and implications
for communities arising from major roading
developments.

Develop further cycleways,
walkways and bridleways -17
submissions received of which
8 request a cycleway from
Reikorangi to Waikanae.

Council has already set priorities for cycleways,
walkways and bridleways. A shared pathway from
Peka Peka to Ōtaki is budgeted.

Ōtaki i-Site closure A petition
with 140 signatures opposing
the closure was received.

Council has already decided to close this site and
transfer the current i-Site services to other more
appropriate providers. Other arrangements are
being made for providing visitor information for
Ōtaki.

Museums and Arts - 5 general
comments were received

Organisations currently funded rolled over for
2015/16. Museums funding to be reviewed in
2015/16.

Installation of public toilets in
various locations - 4
submissions call for additional
public toilets in Te Horo
Beach, Peka Peka Beach and
Waikanae and Paraparaumu
railway stations

Not recommended as an immediate priority. Open
to working with community boards to consider
reprioritisation of toilets as part of council
developing a facilities strategy. Railway station
facilities responsibility of GWRC – request will be
passed on to them.

Ōtaki and Waikanae dog parks
- 3 submissions were received
requesting the development of
dog parks at Waikanae and
Ōtaki, one of which had 182
signatures

Dog parks will need to be costed and presented to
Council for consideration in the longer term

Deepen Ōtaki Pool - 3
submissions requested this.

Significant cost, deep pool available at Coastlands
Aquatic Centre.

Reikorangi reserve - 7
submissions supported
retaining the land.

There are no plans to change the use of the
reserve land.
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Provide more social housing
for older people (including
Abbeyfield development) - 3
submissions were received on
this subject.

Council agreed early in the LTP process not to
expand its investment in social housing.

Lower library and pool fees for
families with community
services cards and
superannuitants

Significant subsidies already in place.

Purchase Paekākāriki scarp
and Tilley Road triangle and
develop cycling and horseriding tracks

$2.1M has been added to the strategic land
purchase fund so this purchase could be
considered by the Property Committee

Other funding requests
29 During the consultation process, other requests for grants, additional funding or initiatives
that would have financial implications for Council were made by Community Boards, a
range of community groups and some individuals. These are summarised in Table 5
below with the officers’ recommendations for action.
Table 5 Funding requests
Funding requests
Request

Action proposed

Ōtaki Community Board
Fund Greater Ōtaki Project for five years =
$15K per annum

Add $18K to LTP. (Could be funded by
Ōtaki community rate).

Fund fireworks extravaganza for three
years = $3K per year
Paekākāriki Community Board
Add $2.50 per rate-paying household to
the Paekākāriki community rate to enable
board to distribute $2K in the community

Add $2K to LTP. (To be funded by
Paekākāriki community rate.)

Fund maintenance of St Peter’s Hall,
Paekākāriki

Add $5K to LTP. Already included in
CE Report.

Paraparaumu-Raumati Community
Board
Investigate installing smoke alarms,
sprinklers and plumbing for Paraparaumu
beach kiosk to ensure safety and improve
facilities

Current facility confirmed as fire-safe.
Future use to be determined.

Install BBQs at Maclean St park

Gas bottles or reticulated gas to be
investigated.
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Funding requests
Request

Action proposed

Waikanae Community Board
Investigate feasibility and engage with
community on building of splash pad in
Waikanae

Add $15K to LTP in 2018/19 to
commence investigations.

Upgrade changing rooms at Waikanae
Park

Add $50K to LTP in 2015/16 and bring
forward the remaining $307k to
2016/17.

Provide operating funding for Kāpiti
Community Recreational Turf Trust

Add $20K to LTP.

Provide free access to Ōtaki Pool for Ōtaki
Surf Lifesaving Club member training

Add $3K to LTP (if Ōtaki Community
Board supportive).

Build a sun shelter at the Ōtaki skate park

Add $10K to LTP. Note, there is already
some shelter available at the skate
park.

Build a basketball court at Ōtaki beach

Continue to investigate in consultation
with Ōtaki Community Board.

Provide further funding for community
facilities - Te Newhanga Kāpiti Community
Centre and Kāpiti Citizens Service Trust

Not a current priority to invest in
additional facilities. However,
Community Centre should be
encouraged to provide a business case
for consideration. This request will be
considered as part of the facilities
strategy to be developed.

Support food-related initiatives Wellington Culinary Events Trust and The
Kāpiti Food Network

Not a priority in the new economic
development strategy. If these are to
be supported however, additional
operating funding of $4K and $15K
respectively will need to be added to
the economic development budget.

Take over Sport NZ contribution to Sport
Wellington

Council focused on district initiatives
and therefore not appropriate.

Fund Kāpiti Development Services to
support not-for-profits in planning,
fundraising etc

Not a priority given community grants
and services already provided.

Contribute to Paekākāriki Surf Lifeguards’
new clubhouse public toilets and showers
(building scheduled to begin in 2017)

Request specific proposal to be
considered as part of the facilities
strategy to be developed.

Cover cost of moving Jim Cooke park
playing lights

Council to bring to attention of Greater
Wellington Regional Council
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Funding requests
Request

Action proposed

Support upgrade of Ōtaki College facilities
that are used free by the community

Request business case from College to
be considered as part of the facilities
strategy to be developed

Develop an accessibility policy

Has already been proposed. Will be
considered as part of prioritisation of
existing and proposed policies, plans
and strategies

Reprioritise stormwater improvements

Plans already in place to address floodprone areas (fast-tracking would require
$3M and be subject to resource
consent process)

Consider rationalising community meeting
spaces

This will be considered as part of the
facilities strategy to be developed

Develop a plan for Mackay’s Crossing to
Fisherman’s Table

This will be picked up by a districtwide
project.

Improve Raumati Village Centre –
planting, lighting and parking

There has already been significant
spending on improvements and
stormwater flooding protection and
further improvements are budgeted.

Redevelop Raumati Pool building faster
and expand structure by 50%

Propose to develop as outlined in CD.

Paint kerb edges outside public buildings

Refer to Accessibility Reference Group
for recommendation.

Install large-screen computers in libraries

Not considered necessary as fonts can
be increased and catalogue is touch
screen.

Remove power poles within footpaths on
arterial routes

Not a current priority. However, if
Council wishes to pursue, $100K could
be budgeted per year to allow two to
three power poles to be removed.

Widen footpaths to shared pathway width
to accommodate mobility scooters under
the footpath replacement programme.

Not a current priority

Upgrade Rutherford Drive

Not a current priority

Create a small fund for “quick fix”
pedestrian projects

Not a current priority

Support walking initiatives such as walk to
work day

Not a current priority.

Build a board walk, seating and picnic
tables in Ōtaki

Not a current priority.

30 A number of other requests were made by one submitter only. Apart from the requests
addressed in Table 5, officers do not recommend these requests be adopted.
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Chief Executive’s Report
31 Since Council’s adoption of the draft LTP in March 2015, additional information has been
received that impinges on the overall rates funding requirements and forecast borrowings
for 2015-35.
32 These impacts need to be considered when finalising the LTP to ensure both robustness
and achievability by the Council. In summary, the impacts of this additional information
would have reduced the required average rates increase from 4.2% to 4.1% in 2015/16.
However, accepting the officers’ recommendations in regard to additional funding
requests made during consultation would put the average rates increase back to its
consultation figure of 4.2% in 2015/16. Total peak borrowings will increase from $198m to
$199m.

Proposed Changes in Capital Expenditure (recommendation para 94)
Libraries RFID Project (+$0.219m)
33 The Library Radio Frequency Identification Project (RFID) was included in the 2014/15
Annual Plan. Approval to proceed was subject to satisfactory performance of new
technology. As vendors were unable to provide a guarantee of system performance, the
implementation of new technology was cancelled in the short to medium term.
Consequently, the RFID budget was incorrectly reduced in the draft LTP to $0.160m.
34 To reinstate the full RFID budget requirement of $0.379 million, an additional $0.219
million is required and includes $0.324 million planned in 2018/19 and $0.055 million
planned in 2019/20. There is no rates or borrowings impact until 2016/17.
Introduce a Council-wide Health and Safety Fund (increase budget by $0.050m per annum)
35 Council is committed to ensuring that staff and the Kāpiti residents are able to live and
work in a safe environment. Inevitably, Council is required to spend money on improving
either staff or residents’ health and safety that is not part of an existing asset management
plan and/or included in an Annual Plan.
36 It is proposed to introduce a contestable annual Health and Safety fund of $0.05m from
2015/16 for the purpose of funding unforeseen and essential health and safety initiatives.
Capital Expenditure Carry Overs (Increase 2015/16 budget by $3.479m)
37 Officers seek Council approval to carry forward $3,479 million of capital expenditure
included in the 2014/15 Annual Plan. The table below summarises all carry over requests
by activity. These requests have been reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team.
Table 6 Proposed capital expenditure carry overs
Proposed
Activity/Project
Carry Over High Level Explanation for Carry Over
$000's
Old Ōtaki Service
This is an earthquake prone leased
46
Centre/Museum
building and a structural assessment must
be undertaken as per Central Government
Ōtaki Theatre Renewals
10
Legislative timelines.
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Coastlands Aquatic Centre
Slide Stairs
Total Community
Facilities & Community
Support
Website Refresh
Website Development

10

Timing of work to coincide with closure for
changing room upgrades during a quiet
period of attendance. Tentatively
scheduled for week commencing 21st
September 2015.

66
112
21

Hardware Upgrades PC

29

Hardware Upgrades
Servers

54

Network Upgrade

94

To be added to ICT system projects in
2015/16 to achieve a wider range of
changes for users in a timely manner.
To be added to wider desktop and
hardware upgrade in 2015/16 for flexibility
in remote access & mobility.
To be added to wider Server & Network
Upgrades in 2015/16 for meeting
increased diversity and growth in
technology requirements, as a result of the
Datacom audit.

Total Corporate

309

ICT is working towards an upgrading of
KCDC ICT infrastructure and application
management. All unspent ICT projects are
planned to be carried forward to allow for
this.

Strategic Land Purchase

971

To enable strategic land purchases in
future years.

Total Economic
Development

971

Councillors' Computer
Hardware

42

Total Governance and
Tāngata Whenua

42

Public Art Fund

50

Total Recreation &
Leisure

50

Ōtaki Domain Training
Lights
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61

To be added to wider desktop and
hardware upgrade in 2015/16 for flexibility
in remote access & mobility.

To enable significant items of public art to
be purchased in the event the ECD do not
approve the Public Art Panel’s
recommendation on 18th June 2015.

Power charges and electrical supply
needs to be resolved before project can
proceed. Budget does not include cost of
upgrading electrical supply to proposed
lights.
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Ōtaki Beach BBQ's

10

Project on hold pending further
investigation. To be combined with
Pavilion upgrade project in 15/16.

Ōtaki Beach Shade Area

10

Project on hold pending further
investigation. To be combined with
Pavilion upgrade project in 15/16.

Total Parks and Open
Space

81

Waikākāriki Gravel
Extraction

Consenting and
Consultation

400

50

Ōtaki Beach Pump Station

1,510

Total Stormwater

1,960

Total Capital Carryover
to 2015/16

3,479

On-going negotiations with land owner
directly affect timing of physical works
proceeding.
For renewal of discharge consent with
GWRC expiring in June 2016. There is no
budget in the LTP for this.
Ownership matters just resolved. Council
required to approve and physical works
will commence in July.

2014/15 Capital Expenditure Cost Efficiencies/Underspends (-$0.720m)
38 The draft LTP assumed that $2 million of the 2014/15 planned capital expenditure
programme would be deliberately reduced either due to re-prioritisation, project re-scoping
and/or resource availability. Not all of these reductions have been achievable because
more work will now be completed in the current year than was assumed when the draft
long term plan was set.
39 Notwithstanding the capex carry forward requests to 2015/16, the planned capital
programme cost efficiencies and/or underspends are forecast to be $0.720 million below
expectations. This impacts negatively on 2015/16 rates due to higher borrowings and
related finance charges.
Road Maintenance Savings ($0.967m over three years)
40 In May 2015, the Council awarded a road maintenance contract to Downer New Zealand
Limited commencing on 1 July 2015 until 30 June 2018 with two 12 month extensions at
the sole discretion of Council, to a maximum term of 5 years ending 30 June 2020.
41 Including NZTA subsidies, this contract will deliver Council total net savings of $0.967
million, split between operating expenditure of $0.298m and capital expenditure of
$0.669m over the 3 years.
42 Officers have considered how best to use the 2015/16 savings by either reducing the
rates revenue requirement or accelerating Council’s debt repayment and recommend
reducing the 2015/16 rates revenue requirement by $0.10 million.
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Increase budget for Strategic Land Purchases (+$2.103m over the next five years)
43 During the setting of the draft LTP Council made a decision to use all but $0.558m of the
strategic land budget in the first ten years of the plan to increase funding for the Town
Centres project. Together with a number of submitters, officers now consider it
appropriate to include some provision in the first ten years of the plan. This will ensure
flexibility to act if an opportunity arises. Officers recommend adding $0.400m annually for
the first five years of the plan.

Additional Operating Expenditure (+$0.204 Million) (recommendation para 97)
St Peters Hall maintenance grant and funding for loan repayments (+$0.014m)
44 Previous long term plans have included a budget to fund a grant of $5,000 to the
Paekākāriki Community Trust for the maintenance of the St Peter’s Hall. They have also
included a budget of approximately $9,356 to rates fund the loan repayments associated
with a loan of $0.414 million made to the Trust in 2009/10 to assist with renovations to the
hall. The loan repayment is funded by the Paekākāriki Community Rates and the loan is
expected to be fully repaid by 2022/23. Officers recommend these items be included in
the final LTP.
Funding for Asset Valuations for Insurance Purposes (+$0.040m)
45 The draft LTP 2015-35 budgeted for the revaluation of assets for financial reporting
purposes but provision is also required for the cost of performing asset valuations for
insurance purposes. This will require an additional $0.040m per annum. During 2015/16
Council will start to negotiate a shared service asset valuation contract agreement with
Porirua City Council. These negotiations will seek to deliver simultaneous valuations for
both insurance and accounting purposes with the aim of reducing the overall cost.
Funding for Hadfield Road Fault trenching (+$0.050m)
46 A potential fault at Hadfield Road, Peka Peka was identified a number of years ago which
has caused ratepayer concern as to the robustness of the investigations. In order to
resolve this matter contingency funding of $50,000 to trench an area and actively monitor
near surface materials is required. A trench may be the only acceptable option to resolve
this matter with the support of the ratepayers concerned. .
Funding for Additional Short Term Contractor Resource (+$0.100m)
47 There are currently some significant pieces of work, including the Community Facilities
review and the development of policies within Community Services group that require
some short term resource to enable the work to be completed.
48 In addition, quite a number of submissions to the LTP have requested that the council
invest in working with the community to develop local outcome statements for
communities. This is particularly relevant for those communities that are significantly
affected by the expressway. Work will get underway with Waikanae Beach as a priority in
2015. Completion of this work will require funding over the next three years.

Reduction in Operating Expenditure ($0.314 Million) (recommendation para 98)
Reductions in personnel budgets in 2015/16 ($0.132m)
49 The LTP assumed an annual market movement in salaries and wages of 2.0% plus an
additional provision of 0.5% to allow for staff movements in grade. We have recently
received a forecast of the market movement and are able to recommend a reduction of
$0.051 to reflect the revised increase of approximately 1.8%.
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50 In addition, the draft LTP budget contained budget for one additional position that is not
required (0.082m).
Reduction in Regional Amenity Budget ($0.065)
51 The Draft LTP 2015-35 provided for a budget of $0.117m to contribute to the Regional
Amenities Fund. Council is now only required to commit $0.050m per annum.

Other Items
Change in Forecast Water Rates (recommendation para 99)
52 The current water charging regime was recommended by the Charging Regime Advisory
Group, a community body made up of representatives from low-income households, the
Chamber of Commerce, landlords/tenants, Grey Power, Council of Older Persons, iwi and
elected members. The group weighed up many different options and considered the
option they recommended as the most efficient and equitable long-term solution for Kāpiti
with its growing population and increasing demand for water. This option means that half
of the cost of water is recovered through an annual fixed charge and half through a
volumetric charge.
53 The annual fixed charge is easy to calculate, as the number of ratepayers paying this
charge is known. However, the volumetric charge is based on an estimate of how much
water everyone in the community will use in a year. This is more difficult to estimate as
people’s water use can vary from year to year particularly in response to weather.
54 Water use has dropped significantly since the new charging system was introduced last
July, below forecast use. This means that the baseline level of water use needs to be
reduced to align with current forecast usage. To ensure that the variable charges
increase at a reasonable rate officers propose to make use of a water account which will
deliver a surplus or deficit of funding for water rates in some years as a result of charging
the variable rates below. These amounts will be monitored in the water account to ensure
that over the first six years of the long term plan, the total cost of water has been fully
recovered by water rates.
55 The proposed variable charges and assumed usage for the first five years are as shown in
Table 7 below:
Table 7 Forecast Volumes and Water Rates
Total usage assumed (m3)
Proposed fixed charge – Incl
GST
Proposed variable charge/m3 Incl GST

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
4.33m
4.37m
4.41m
4.46m
4.50m
$190

$196

$202

$208

$210

$0.99

$1.04

$1.09

$1.15

$1.18

56 The proposed charges above and assumed water usage will result in funding deficits for
the first two years of the LTP. These deficits will however be fully funded by the end of
2019/20. This includes funding the forecast water deficit for 2014/15 of $0.233m.
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Table 8 Proposed water account yearly balances in years 1 - 5

Current water expenditure in
draft long term plan to be
recovered through rates
Proposed revenue based on
revised variable rates
Annual surplus/(deficit) to
monitor through water account
Cumulative Balance of Water
Account

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
7,992
8,287
8,545
8,644
9,117

7,786

8,167

8,575

9,006

9,286

(206)

(120)

30

362

168

(439)

(559)

(528)

(166)

3

57 The funding deficits outlined above in 2015/16 and 2016/17 mean that water rates income
will be lower than the expenditure planned. This deficit will be funded by borrowings in the
short term. By the end of 2019/20 however this will be repaid by the planned surpluses
from 2017/18 to 2019/20.
58 To reduce the impact on current forecast rates in the draft LTP officers propose to offset
the annual water rates changes with a corresponding increase or decrease in the
Districtwide General rate. This will be achieved by changing the level of rates funded loan
repayments. This ensures that there is no overall impact on annual rates or borrowings.
Table 9 Proposed changes to rates in Years 1 - 5

Proposed reduction in forecast
water Rates
Proposed Increase in
Districtwide General Rates/
2014/15 Surplus
Impact on total rates

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
(206)
(120)
30
362
168
206

120

(30)

(362)

(168)

-

-

-

-

-

59 The table below outlines the impact on the draft average rates and rates increases if the
Districtwide General rates were not adjusted as proposed above. This is not
recommended as it results in increases in years 2 to 4 that are considered to be too high.
Table 10 Potential impact on rates if changes in district wide rates not applied

Rates Increase recommended
Potential impact of water rates
reduction
Potential impact on rates if
change in Districtwide rates
not applied
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2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
($000)
4.2%
4.7%
4.9%
4.9%
4.8%
(0.4%)
0.1%
0.3%
0.5%
(0.3%)
3.8%

4.8%

5.2%

5.4%

4.5%
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Districtwide Facility Hire Remission Fund
60 Historically and in the draft LTP 2015-35, a budget of $3,000 has been available to notfor-profit organisations in the form of a grant to subsidise the cost of facility hire. The fund
has historically been used by the Kāpiti Brass band which applies every year for the cost
of hiring Reikorangi Hall for their practices, and Kāpiti Combined Lions who apply for a
remission of the hire of Waikanae Memorial Hall for their annual Monster Book Fair. In
addition a grant was provided to the NZ Special Olympics for remission of the facility hire
at the Coastlands Aquatic Centre for a competition they were holding.
61 To streamline the grant process it is proposed that this fund be incorporated into the
general community grants pool.

Change to 2015/16 Assumption for Growth in the Ratepayer Base
62 The draft long term plan 2015-35 assumed 0.4% growth in the ratepayer base for
2015/16.
63 Further analysis was completed during the consultation period of new rateable properties
added over the last year. This determined a growth decrease to 0.15%. This is mainly due
to a number of landowners not yet separating titles on their subdivisions. Officers
recommend reducing the 2015/16 growth assumption by 0.25% to 0.15%
(recommendation para 100).

Summary of Proposed Changes to the 2015/16 Rates Requirement
64 The table below provides a summary of the proposed operating and capital expenditure
revisions and the impacts thereof on the overall rates funding and borrowings
requirements for 2015/16.
Table 11 Summary of proposed changes to 2015/16 rates requirement

Impacts of Proposed Changes

Per 2015-35 Draft Long Term Plan

Total
Borrowings
2015/16
$000's

Total
Rates
2015/16
$000's

Rates
Increase
2015/16
%

147,883

55,193

4.2%

(51)

(0.1%)

(51)

(0.1%)

Capital Expenditure - Changes
Introduce a contestable Health and Safety fund $0.05m per year.

50

Proposed carry over of $3.479m. In the draft long
term plan a carry over of $1.131 was assumed.

(74)

Recognition of forecast for savings for 2014/15
capital programme. In the draft LTP officers
assumed $2m would not be required for 2014/15.
This has now been revised down to $1.279m.

720

Net savings from renegotiation of road
maintenance contract (Downers)
Increase budget for strategic land purchases

(208)
400

Impact of capital expenditure changes on
depreciation and interest

Total Capital Expenditure - Changes
Additional Operating Expenditure
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Total
Borrowings
2015/16
$000's

Total
Rates
2015/16
$000's

Rates
Increase
2015/16
%

-

5

0.0%

(9)

9

0.0%

Asset valuations for insurance purposes

-

40

0.1%

Additional funding contingency required for
Hadfield Road trench (seismic testing)

-

50

0.1%

50

0.1%

-

50

0.1%

(9)

204

0.4%

-

(82)

(0.2%)

Impacts of Proposed Changes

St Peters Hall Maintenance grant
St Peters Hall Loan Repayment

Funding for contractor resource to:
Complete Facilities Review and development
of other key policies in Community Services.
Complete additional work on outcome
statements for communities including related
consultation processes and specialist reports.

Total Additional Operating Expenditure
Reductions in Operating Expenditure
Reduction in Personnel budget due to:
Reductions in personnel budget requirements
Reduction in personnel budget - planned
market movement lower than original 2%
estimate
Reduce Regional Amenity Fund

(50)
-

(65)

(0.1%)
0.0%

Savings in Downers Contract
(170)

(0.3%)

71

0.1%

(18)

(0.0%)

-

(314)

(0.5%)

Reducing the forecast water rates income to
reflect proposed variable rates - deficit funded
by borrowings

206

(206)

(0.5%)

Increasing rates funded loan repayments
(Funded by Districtwide General Rate to offset
the impact of reducing forecast water income.

(206)

206

0.5%

Operational Savings (Each of next three years)
Reduction in NZTA Grants
Other minor reductions

Total Reductions in Operating
Expenditure
Adjust forecast water rates income - Creation of a
water account:

Less: Reduction for 2015/16 growth assumption
from 0.4% to 0.15%

Total Revised Borrowings, Rates Funding
Requirement and % Rates Increase After
Growth
Submission financial implications
Recommended 2014/15 rates increase
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0.3%

148,720

55,032

4.1%

43

0.1%

55,076

4.2%
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Change Proposals without a rates impact
Financial Strategy – Capex Limit - $38m
65 The Financial Strategy proposes a capex limit of $35m. When considering the capital
budgets in today’s dollars, the Council is well within the limit with a maximum of $33m. For
simplicity it is proposed to assess the capital budgets in inflated dollars going forward and
as a result increase the limit to $38 million to account for the impact of inflation.
Financial Strategy – Borrowings Limit - $200m
66 The Financial Strategy in the draft LTP proposes a borrowings limit of $198m. After
careful consideration we propose increasing this limit to $200m to allow the Council to
continue to invest an additional $2.103m in strategic land purchases over the first ten
years of the plan.

Fees and User Charges
Resource Consent Hearings – Use of Commissioners
67 In October 2009 the Resource Management Act 1991 was amended to provide that
applicants (or submitters) may, as of right, elect to use an independent commissioner for a
Resource Consent hearing (RMA S110A). The Council must accede to that request and
delegate its functions, powers and duties to “1 or more commissioners who are not
members of the local authority”.
68 It is Council’s accepted practice that all hearings are heard by Councillors acting as
commissioners unless there is good reason not to do so. These reasons would normally
relate to either a real or perceived conflict of interest and/or the choice of the applicant to
use an independent Commissioner for their own reasons.
69 In the Governance Structure of the 2013-2016 Triennium it is prescribed that ‘a hearing
panel must comprise at least three Commissioners but may consist of one Hearing
Commissioner if the Commissioner is an Independent Hearing Commissioner’. The rate
for an Independent Hearing Commissioner ranges from $150 to $300 per hour. Currently,
the draft fee structure proposes to charge a higher rate for Councillors than Independent
Commissioners.
70 It is recommended that the proposed schedule of fees in the draft 2015 LTP be amended
as follows:
From:
Cost category
Elected Member Commissioner costs per hour for
any hearing:
 Chairperson
 Hearing Commissioners

Fee

$100
$80 (4)

(4) Subject to change - charged in accordance with clause 14 Local Government
Elected Members (2014/2105)(Certain Local Authorities) Determination 2014
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To:
Cost category

Fee

Elected Member Commissioner costs per hour for
any hearing:
 Sitting collectively without an independent
commissioner: (Chairperson and Hearing
Commissioners)
 Sitting with an independent commissioner

$200 per hour (or part thereof).

$100 per hour per elected
member up to $200 per hour (or
part thereof).

Housing for Older Persons weekly rental charge – existing tenants
71 During the development of the draft LTP it was agreed that it was still appropriate for
housing to aim to recover 100% of its costs through rentals. As a result rentals needed to
increase to ensure that the housing activity was recovering 100% of costs. While it was
agreed that new tenants would pay the higher rental, existing tenants were only required
to pay an inflationary increase rather than a gradual increase over three years to the same
rate as new tenants.
72

The budgeted revenue reflected this assumption but the fee schedule erroneously
contained the higher rate for existing tenants. It is proposed to change this to reflect the
earlier agreement that inflationary increases only would be charged to existing tenants.
New tenants’ weekly rental charge remains unchanged from the draft and is set to meet
the proposed policy as noted in the draft plan.
Table 12 Proposed changes to housing tenants’ charges

Accommodation
Category

Category A
Single bedroom
unit built pre 1960

Category B
Single bedroom
unit or a double
bedroom unit
built pre 1970
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Address

Weekly Rent
Effective
25 August
2015
(Existing
Tenants)
Draft LTP

Weekly Rent Weekly Rent
Effective
Effective
25 August
1 July 2015
2015
(New
(Existing
Tenants)
Tenants)
Final LTP

Tahuna Complex A,
Corner Aotaki/Kirk
Street, Ōtaki

$81

$78

$96

Kainga Complex,
Aotaki Street, Ōtaki

$87

$84

$103

Donovan Road,
Paraparaumu

$88

$85

$105

Arnold Grove,
Paraparaumu

$88

$85

$105

Oakley Court,
Complex A,
Eatwell Avenue,
Paraparaumu

$90

$87

$107

Wellington Road,
Paekākāriki

$87

$84

$103

SP-15-1585

Accommodation
Category

Category C
Double bedroom
unit
(except those built
pre 1970)

Category D
Superior single
bedroom units

Address

Weekly Rent
Effective
25 August
2015
(Existing
Tenants)
Draft LTP

Weekly Rent Weekly Rent
Effective
Effective
25 August
1 July 2015
2015
(New
(Existing
Tenants)
Tenants)
Final LTP

Paterson Court,
Ōtaki

$114

$109

$134

Tahuna Complex C,
Corner Aotaki/Kirk
Street, Ōtaki

$114

$109

$134

Hadfield Court,
Te Rauparaha
Street, Ōtaki

$114

$109

$134

Repo Street,
Paraparaumu

$116

$111

$137

Oakley Court
Complex C,
Eatwell Avenue,
Paraparaumu

$116

$111

$137

Belvedere Avenue,
Waikanae

$110

$107

$132

CONSIDERATIONS
Policy considerations
73 As noted, the policies consulted on as part of the LTP special consultative procedure or in
parallel with it were:


Financial Strategy (review of existing)



Infrastructure Strategy (new requirement of Local Government Act)



Revenue and Financing Policy (review of existing)



Significance and Engagement Policy (new requirement of Local Government Act and
adopted on November 2014)



Development Contributions Policy (changes to existing required by amendments to
the Local Government Act).

74 Very few submissions were received on these policies. Decisions made as a result of this
report will have implications for the Infrastructure Strategy and the Development
Contributions policy. These documents will therefore be presented to Council for adoption
on 25 June. The Revenue and Financing policy is the subject of a recommendation to
adopt with changes in para 86. It should be noted that the Significance and Engagement
policy has already been adopted by Council (decision of 27 November 2014) and that no
changes are proposed as a result of consultation.
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Legal considerations
75 Officers are confident that the documentation prepared for consultation and the multiple
channels used to engage with the community on the important elements of the draft LTP
meet the requirements of the Local Government Act 2002 as amended in the last three
years.

Financial considerations
76 The overall impacts of the proposed changes from the draft LTP outlined above on rates
and borrowings are shown below and are the subject of an officers’ recommendation at
para 101:
Table 13 Impacts of proposals on rates

Draft LTP
Average
Rates
Increase
Proposed
Average
Rates
Increase
Change

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

20 Year
Average

4.2%

4.5%

4.9%

4.9%

4.9%

4.8%

4.4%

4.1%

4.3%

3.9%

3.3%

4.2%

4.7%

4.9%

4.9%

4.8%

4.7%

4.3%

4.0%

4.2%

3.8%

3.3%

0.0%

0.2%

0.0%

0.0% (0.1%) (0.1%) (0.1%) (0.1%) (0.1%) (0.1%)

0.0%

Table 14 Impacts of proposals on borrowings

Draft LTP Borrowings
Proposed
Borrowings
Change

2015/16
($m)

2016/17
($m)

2017/18
($m)

2018/19
($m)

2019/20
($m)

2020/21
($m)

2021/22
($m)

2022/23
($m)

2023/24
($m)

2024/25
($m)

Peak
Borrowings

148

160

166

181

193

197

195

198

194

188

198

149

161

168

183

195

199

197

199

195

190

199

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

Tāngata whenua considerations
77 A member of Te Whakaminenga o Kāpiti was present at almost all of the meetings and
briefings where the components of the draft LTP were discussed. In addition, the ART
Forum (grouping of Te Ātiawa, Ngāti Raukawa and Ngāti Toa Rangatira) made a
submission on the draft (attached at Appendix 1). The submission made a number of
requests and recommendations and notes that the ART Forum would like to see the
Memorandum of Partnership become the national exemplar of best practice. In summary,
the submission requests additional funding for Māori economic development to a
minimum of $120K total per year plus the employment of an additional 0.5 FTE. The
annual budget for this activity consulted on in the draft LTP was a total of $354K - an
increase of approximately $45K over 2014/15 budgets (excluding staffing costs). Of the
overall budget $65K is specifically allocated for Māori economic development – an
increase of $25K over 2014/15. The request for an additional 0.5 FTE has been
addressed by absorbing the position into Strategy and Planning’s existing establishment
from 1 July 2015 resulting in no rates impact. Non-financial requests will be considered
by the appropriate Council work team.
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Significance and Engagement
Degree of significance
78 This matter has a high degree of significance, and it is significant under Council policy.

Consultation already undertaken
79 Widespread engagement with the community has been undertaken on the draft LTP
under the special consultative procedure as prescribed by legislation. Community Boards
and a number of other agencies, as well as many individuals, have taken the opportunity
to comment on various elements of the draft.

Engagement planning
80 No further engagement with the community is required other than to publicise the
decisions made as a result of this report (see para 80 below). All submitters will receive a
written response following the adoption of the LTP

Publicity
81 A media statement regarding the results of the Council meeting of 4 June 2015 will be
released following the meeting. In addition, the Communications team will put a post on
the Council’s Facebook page and update the Council’s own website.

RECOMMENDATIONS
82 That the Council notes the feedback and requests from the community received during the
special consultative procedure on the draft Long Term Plan 2015-35.
83 That the Council adopts for inclusion in the Long Term Plan 2015–35 the options
recommended to the community in the Consultation Document for:


Transforming Paraparaumu and Waikanae town centres;



Improving Te Atiawa Park courts;



Upgrading Ōtaki Pool and building a splash pad;



Investing in facilities for the performing arts subject to an appropriate agreement
about community use of the centre.

84 That the Council adopts for inclusion in the Long Term Plan 2015–35 the following major
projects:


Replacing the Paekākāriki sea wall with a concrete, timber and rock design agreed
with the Paekākāriki community, the project to occur between 2016/17 and 2019/20
and with a budget of $10.3 million in total



Redeveloping the Raumati pool building as a multi-purpose community facility during
2018/19 to 2019/20 with a budget of $1.2 million



Upgrading the Mahara Gallery and Waikanae Library as a combined project to take
place over 2016/17 and 2018/19 with a total Council budget of $5.3 million



Finalising the Otaraua Park development plan and beginning implementation over
2015/16 to 2017/18 and with a budget of $50,000 in each of 2016/17 and 2017/18
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Creating a youth development centre as a staged project over 2015/16 to 2017/18
with a budget of $925,000



Assessing earthquake-prone buildings over five years starting in 2015/16 with a total
project budget of $2.5 million.

85 That the Council notes that the completion of the Mahara Gallery and Waikanae Library
upgrade project is dependent on the Mahara Gallery Trust sourcing total additional
funding of $3.5 million over 2017/18 and 2018/19.
86 That the Council adopts the Revenue and Financing Policy as attached at Appendix 2 of
report SP-15-1585.
87 That the Council adopts under Section 150 of the Local Government Act 2002 the
2015/16 fees and charges as listed below and attached at Appendix 3 to this report SP15-1585, noting these will be included in the Long Term Plan 2015-35:


Environmental Health and Food Premises Fees;



Other Fees Related to Food Activity;



Other Fees Activities – Rest Homes Fees;



Premises required to be Registered under the Health Act 1956 and associated
Regulations Current Fees;



Trade Waste Consent Fees, and



General Compliance Fees.

88 That the Council adopts under Section 21(a) of the Building Control Act 2004 the following
2015/16 fees and charges as listed below and attached at Appendix 3 to this report SP15-1585, noting these will be included in the Long Term Plan 2015-35:


Building Consent Fees;



Project Information Memorandum (PIM) Fees;



Multi Proof Consent Fees;



Building Consent Fees – Other Charges

89 That the Council adopts under Section 44A (4) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 the official information fees and charges as detailed in
Appendix 3 of this report SP-15-1585.
90 That the Council adopts under Section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the
following 2015/16 fees and charges as listed below and included in Appendix 3 to this
report SP-15-1585, noting these will be included in the Long Term Plan 2015-35:


Resource Management Fees, and



Engineering Fees
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91 That Council adopts under Section 37(1) of the Dog Control Act 1996 the following
2015/16 fees and charges as listed below and included in Appendix 3 to this report RS15-1579:


Animal Control Fees;



Animal Control Impoundment Charges; and



Other Animal Control Charges

92 That the Council adopts for inclusion in the Long Term Plan 2015-35 the changes to the
rating system included in the draft Long Term Plan 2015-35.
93 That Council approves the officers’ recommendations regarding requests for additional
funding raised during consultation on the draft Long Term Plan 2015-35 as detailed in
paragraph 29 of report SP-15-1585.
94 That the Council approves the proposed changes to capital expenditure outlined in
paragraphs 33 to 43 of report SP-15-1585, noting that this will decrease the rates funding
requirement for 2015/16 by $0.051m
95 That the Council endorses


the officers’ proposal to review local outcomes statements and to develop local
outcomes statements for Waikanae beach as the first step in this review: and



the inclusion of proposed additional funding for this work in the Chief Executive’s
report

96 That the Council notes the intention to conduct a community facilities review and the
associated request for additional funding in the Chief Executive’s report.
97 That the Council approves the proposed increase in operating expenditure outlined in
paragraphs 44 to 48 of report SP-15-1585, noting that this will decrease the rates funding
requirement for 2015/16 by $0.204m and further noting that it includes provision for the
work proposed on local outcomes statements and a community facilities review.
98 That the Council approves the proposed reductions in operating expenditure outlined in
paragraphs 49 to 51 of report SP-15-1585, noting that this will decrease the rates funding
requirement for 2015/16 by $0.314m
99 That the Council approves the proposed variable and fixed water rates as outlined in
paragraph 55 of report SP-15-1585.
100 That the Council approves the proposed decrease of 0.25% to the rating base growth
assumption from 0.4% to 0.15% for 2015/16 as outlined in paragraph 62 to 63 of report
SP-15-1585.
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101 That the Council approves the proposed revised 2015-35 rates increases and borrowings
as outlined in paragraph 76 of report SP-15-1585.

Report prepared by

Approved for submission

Approved for submission

Kevin Black
Manager
Corporate Planning
and Reporting

Wayne Maxwell
Group Manager
Corporate Services

Stephen McArthur
Group Manager
Strategy and Planning

ATTACHMENTS:

APPENDIX 1 – ART FORUM SUBMISSION
APPENDIX 2 – REVENUE AND FINANCING POLICY
APPENDIX 3– SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
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APPENDIX 2 – REVENUE AND FINANCING POLICY
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REVENUE AND FINANCING
POLICY
BACKGROUND
The draft 2015/35 Long Term Plan is constructed around five Council Outcomes identified by
the Council and based on community feedback. On 4 September 2014 Council adopted the
following draft Council Outcomes statements for inclusion in the draft Long Term Plan:
Outcome 1:
Outcome 2:
Outcome 3:
Outcome 4:
Outcome 5:

Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
Resilient community
Wise management of public
Democracy through community participation
Strong partnerships.

The Council manages a range of activities to support the achievement of these Outcomes.
For the draft 2015 Long Term Plan, the Council has restructured its activities so that there are
now 13 activities, instead of 16 as was the case for the 2012 Long Term Plan. These activities
are grouped into four clusters as follows:
CLUSTER
Infrastructure

Community Services

Planning and Regulatory Services
Governance and Tāngata Whenua

ACTIVITY
Coastal Management
Access and Transport
Water
Stormwater Management
Wastewater Management
Solid Waste
Recreation and Leisure
Community Facilities and Community
Support
Parks and Open Spaces
Economic Development
Regulatory Services
Districtwide Planning
Governance and Tāngata Whenua

The Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to adopt a range of policies in order to
provide predictability and certainty about sources and levels of funding. These policies include
a Revenue and Financing Policy, which includes consideration of the following funding
principles.
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FUNDING PRINCIPLES
When making funding policy the Council must work through the process and matters set out in
section 101(3) of the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA), and have regard to the section
101(1) obligation to act prudently and in the interests of the community.
Section 101(3) analysis is basically a two-step process, as discussed below.

FIRST STEP CONSIDERATIONS
The first step requires consideration at activity level of each of the following:
1.

Community Outcomes to which the activity primarily contributes

2.

The distribution of benefits between the community as a whole, and any identifiable parts
of the community and individuals

3.

Period over which benefits occur

4.

The extent to which actions or inactions contribute to a need to undertake the activity
pays principle, and

5.

The costs and benefits of funding the activity distinctly from other activities.

No single criterion has greater weight in law than the others. The Council may adopt a policy
which assigns more weight to one than the others but the Council must consider all the
criteria, and be able to demonstrate this consideration to the public.
1.

Community Outcomes to which the Activity primarily contributes

The LGA 2002 requires the Council (through its Revenue and Financing Policy) to consider
the community outcomes to which each activity primarily contributes.
The LGA 2002 defines community outcomes as the outcomes that a local authority aims to
achieve in meeting the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local
infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory functions.
Council’s seven Community Outcomes, identified from the Kāpiti Coast Choosing Futures
process in 2004, in which many Kāpiti residents took part, are as follows:

There are healthy natural systems which people can enjoy


Local character is retained within a cohesive District



The nature and rate of population growth is appropriate to community goals



The community makes wise use of local resources and people have the ability to act in a
sustainable way on a day to day basis



There is increased choice to work locally



The District is a place that works for young people



The District has a strong, healthy, safe and involved community

When these Outcomes statements were reviewed by the Council for alignment with the
changed purpose of local government in the Local Government Act amendment of 2012, it
was agreed that the statements were still valid descriptions of the community’s aspirations for
the District. It was recognised, however, that many agencies and individuals would need to
contribute to their achievement which would make measurement of the effectiveness of the
Council’s contribution very difficult. As a result, a set of Council Outcomes for the community
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were developed which would make explicit how the Council will contribute to the achievement
of the Community Outcomes.
On 4 September 2014, a final set of draft Council Outcomes statements was adopted by the
Council for consultation through the draft Long Term Plan.
2.

The distribution of benefits between the community, identifiable parts and
individuals

The LGA requires Council to assess the benefits from each activity flowing to the community
as a whole, and those flowing to individuals or identifiable parts of the community.
The rationale for service delivery may well highlight a number of different aspects of a
particular activity that has different mixes of public and private good. Activities that
predominantly benefit the community as a whole are generally good candidates for funding
mechanisms levied on the community as a whole, for example a general rate. Activities that
benefit particular individuals or groups tend to be better candidates for mechanisms that
recover the costs from those individuals or groups, for example targeted rates, fees, and
charges. Many activities provided by local authorities tend to fall somewhere between these. In
these cases, depending on other analysis, a local authority might apply a mix of tools, or might
make a judgement to use a single funding mechanism.
3.
Period over which benefits occur
This is the ‘intergenerational equity’ principle. Many of the activities provided by local
government are either network or community infrastructure, which have long service lives.
Benefits from these services can be expected to accrue over the entire life of the asset. This
matter requires consideration of how benefits are distributed over time and the merits of
applying funding sources that achieve a spreading of the cost over time. This is illustrated in
Figure 1 on the next page.
The main tool for ensuring intergenerational equity is the use of debt, and then rating future
ratepayers to service the debt. This is similar to the way many people purchase their first
home. A decision not to borrow for new capital is effectively a decision that current ratepayers
should meet the cost of services that future ratepayers will consume, and should be made as a
conscious policy choice.
A meaningful assessment of intergenerational equity requires rigorous asset management
information that sets out service levels, current and predicted asset condition, expected
service lives, programs of capital, maintenance and renewal. The information source for this is
a robust asset management plan.
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Figure 1: The Intergenerational Equity Principle in Action

4.

The extent to which actions or inactions contribute to a need to undertake the
Activity
This is the ‘exacerbator pays’ principle and basically holds that those groups or individuals
whose actions or inactions give rise to a need to undertake a particular activity should
contribute, where possible, to the costs of that activity.
5.
Costs and benefits from funding the Activity distinctly from other Activities
This is a requirement to consider whether there is any advantage to funding the activity
distinctly from others, for example, from a targeted source (such as a targeted rate, fee or
charge etc.) or from a general funding source (such as rates)? The costs and benefits of
funding the activity distinctly from other activities can include any consequences for
transparency and accountability.
The legislation specifically requires consideration of ‘consequences for transparency and
accountability’. This might include:


the financial scale of the activity – the smaller the activity the less likely it is that distinct
funding will be economic;



the administrative costs that would be involved in funding the activity separately – for
example the cost of creating the information necessary to administer a targeted rate on
the rating information database and adding extra information to the invoice, invoicing and
collection of a fee or charge etc;



legal requirements – occasionally the law may require an activity to be ‘ring-fenced’. For
example, if a local authority is contemplating some capital work and wishes to offer
ratepayers a lump sum contribution option then it must apply a targeted rate (for those
that choose not to pay a lump sum contribution at least for the capital component);



the distribution of benefits among the community may aid a decision – for example,
something that is of benefit to a subset of the community may be a stronger candidate
for distinct funding than something that benefits the community as a whole;
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promotion of value – separating some activities, especially those to be funded from
rates, may assist a local authority in its promotion of value for money. This is particularly
relevant for some of the utility based activities such as water and sewage disposal.
There may also be other activities where a local authority may see a benefit in the
community clearly being able to see what it is ‘getting for its money’; and



other benefits and costs.

SECOND STEP CONSIDERATIONS
The second step requires consideration of the overall impact of any allocation of liability for
revenue needs on the community, and to consider if any changes are needed. This involves
weighing up the impact of rates on the community. Such considerations might include:


Affordability - the ability to pay of low income households



Barrier to access services



Legal constraints



Materiality



Sustainability



Intergenerational Equity



Fair treatment of the business sector - balancing ability to pay and benefits actually
received

Council may, as a final measure, modify the overall mix of funding in response to these
considerations.

RATING SYSTEM REVIEW
To achieve the best rating system in terms of fairness and the ability of ratepayers to pay their
contribution to the community’s future, the rating system and the revenue and financing policy
is reviewed three yearly, as required by legislation.

OVERVIEW OF THE COUNCIL'S FUNDING MECHANISMS
As required and permitted in s103(2) of the Local Government Act 2002, the Council uses a
range of funding tools, mechanisms and sources for operating and capital expenditure. These
tools help to allocate liability (i.e. who should be contributing to the costs) across different
sectors of the community.
General rates
General rates are used where benefits flow to the District as a whole, where Council considers
the Community as a whole should meet the costs of those services and when the Council is
unable to meet its user charge targets. The general rate is set on land value, on a differential
basis.
The Council does not assess a Uniform Annual General Charge.
Targeted rates
Targeted rates are used when Council considers that transparency is important, or where the
location or method of rating makes the use of a targeted rate more appropriate and more
equitable.
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Refer to the Funding Impact Statements – Rating Policies in the draft 2015/35 Long Term Plan
which outlines the Council’s rating policies, in particular the funding mechanisms and the
rating bases for these mechanisms.
Subsidies and Grants
Most grants and subsidies are primarily sourced from Central Government and are typically
related to specific activities. The main source of government subsidy is from the New Zealand
Transport Agency to subsidise the construction of new local roading and the maintenance and
renewal of existing local roading. Council also receives a subsidy distribution of local
authorities’ petrol tax.
Fees and Charges
Council uses a range of fees and charges to recover a proportion of the costs of providing
Council facilities and services. Generally, the greater the degree of identifiable private benefit,
the more likely it is that the service costs can be recovered through fees and charges.
Interest and Dividends from Investments
Council receives an annual dividend from its investment in the Local Government Funding
Agency and interest income from its working capital balances.
Fines, Penalties and Infringement Fees
This includes penalties for late payment of rates, traffic infringements, library fines and fines
for dog prosecution and noise control.
Borrowing
The Council borrows money to fund capital works where other sources of funding are not
available or not appropriate. It may also enter into short term borrowing arrangements for the
management of cashflows. More detail about Council’s borrowing is set out in its Treasury
Management Policy.
Proceeds from Asset Sales
Proceeds from asset sales will be used for the repayment of debt or the acquisition of new
assets.
Development Contributions and Financial Contributions
Section 198 of the Local Government Act 2002 allows the Council to require a contribution for
developments to ensure that a fair proportion of the cost of infrastructure needed to serve
growth is funded by those who cause the need for that infrastructure (i.e. the developments
leading to growth).
The Council currently has the ability to take financial contributions from new development
under the Kāpiti Coast District Plan: Part E, to avoid, remedy, or mitigate the adverse effects of
development activities on the environment.
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Lump Sum Contributions
Lump Sum contributions are where ratepayers are asked to pay a capital (or lump sum)
payment towards meeting the cost of providing a particular asset in their community rather
than pay for these capital costs via an annual targeted rate.
Funding of Operating Expenditure
Operating revenue is set at such a level for Council to meet its projected operating
expenditure, as well as comply with applicable legislation and generally accepted accounting
practice. Council will use a mix of revenue sources to meet operating expenses – the major
components of which are given in the table below:

Allocation of funding for
operating expenditure

20 Year Average
from 1 July 2015
to 30 June 2035

Districtwide General Rate
Targeted Rates
Fees and Charges
Grants and Subsidies
Other Operating Income
Total

30%
58%
9%
2%
1%
100%

Funding of Capital Expenditure
Council’s funding of capital expenditure must comply with applicable legislation and generally
accepted accounting practice, and is derived from a mix of revenue sources. The method of
funding generally depends on the asset expenditure – whether it is a renewal of an existing
asset or an upgrade of an existing asset or a completely new asset.
The key funding mechanism for asset renewals is depreciation, which means that the funding
is effectively through rates.
With regard to infrastructure, there are two components of upgrade – a growth component to
cater for the increased population and a level of service component which reflects community
demands for new assets. The growth portion of our asset upgrades is funded largely by
development contributions and the level of service portion is largely funded by debt.
The major sources of funding for capital expenditure are given in the table below:
Allocation of funding for
capital expenditure
Depreciation
Borrowings
Capital Grants
Development Contributions
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to 30 June 2035
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The Council prepares this Long Term Plan with a commencement date of 1 July 2015.
The following tables provide a summary of the proposed funding considerations for the
13 Council activities.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT
Nature of

protection of Council owned (community) assets:
benefit/activity
o roading;
o other assets.*

support of community coastal restoration initiatives focused
on the protection and restoration of natural dune and coastal
processes.**

on-going investigation and documentation of coastal hazards
and update of the Coastal Management Strategy.
Notes:
* Such an activity purpose should not be construed as an
absolute commitment to protection of all Council assets as a
matter of course. Decisions will be made on a case by case
basis, as set out under the relevant asset plan and guided by
the Coastal Management Strategy.
**This activity purpose does not include investment in, or
responsibility for, the protection of private assets. This indicates
a funding source for community initiatives and does not commit
to any particular action.
Where public intervention to protect public assets also creates
private benefit via protection of private assets, Council may
seek contribution to the cost of the works based on the specific
analysis of the private benefit created.
Where existing private works exist to protect private property
and they are at risk, Council may co-ordinate the review of risks
and potential works needed and will recover these costs from
private beneficiaries over time. This should not in any way be
construed as responsibility for the protection of private assets
via the construction of actual works.
Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
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COASTAL MANAGEMENT
Who benefits 
exacerbator or

individuals or groups
of individuals or

community as a
whole?

community – all users of public assets protected;
community generally – protection and restoration of coastal
character and systems; and
opportunities for private benefit from actions to protect public
assets.

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



yes, but private beneficiaries are a consequence of an action
to protect a public asset. Explicit policy intention not to protect
private assets.

Public benefits?



primarily public benefit. Any private benefit is an unintended
consequence.

Period of benefits



on-going benefits for the period the infrastructural assets are
being maintained and renewed.

Who/what creates
need?

Cumulative actions of settlement, climate processes, and the
action of the sea.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

Almost all benefits of this activity flow to the community as a
whole, though there is a small amount of consequential private
benefit. The cost of identifying, quantifying and recovering any
such private benefits exceed any benefits this might provide.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Coastal Management costs are fully subsidised by the
Community. An increase in costs will flow directly to the
Community. Conversely, any reduction to these costs in a given
financial year will benefit the Community.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Operating Costs:
 100% public
Funded by:
 Districtwide general rate (non-roading assets); and
 Districtwide roading rate (roading assets).
Capital Costs:
 100% public.
Funded by:
 Districtwide general rates;
 Borrowings; and
 Central Government subsidies.
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ACCESS AND TRANSPORT
Nature of
 provision of access and associated facilities for walking,
benefit/activity
cycling, vehicles and passenger transport;
 maintenance, renewal and construction of the access network
including roads, cycleways, walkways and bridleways, traffic
management services;
 community road safety programmes;
 access between public private spaces, facilities, social
services, recreation etc; and
 design focus has a wider benefit of urban amenity linked to
community wellbeing.
Council Outcomes to 1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
which the activity
2. Resilient community
contributes
3. Wise management of public funds
Who benefits  network users;
exacerbator or
 land developers – creates access to new developments;
individuals or groups  entire community benefits from accessibility of District and
of individuals or
ease of transportation throughout the District (for example
community as a
access to work and local economy, health and recreation, and
whole?
environmental quality)
Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes - can identify capacity upgrade component from new
development, however, cannot differentiate individual network
users at local level (Central Government petrol tax addresses
this).

Public benefits?



safety, management of traffic flows in terms of amenity and
impacts, health and economic return to District of access to
services and facilities etc.

Period of benefits



Who/what creates
need?

on-going benefits for the period the infrastructural assets are
being maintained and renewed.
The entire community creates the need for an accessible urban
environment where transport links are readily available for both
business and public use.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

There are wide variations in the benefits received and impacts
created by different road users. Therefore it is appropriate for a
targeted rate, which includes a differential category reflecting
different volumes of usage, to be applied to this activity.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Access and Transport costs are largely subsidised by the
Community. An increase in the costs of this activity will mainly
result in increased costs to the Community. Conversely, any
reduction to these costs in a given financial year will mostly
benefit the Community.
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ACCESS AND TRANSPORT
Funding source
Operating Costs:
allocation and
 65% public and 35% private via Central Government
funding source
allocations of road tax on individual users.
Funded by:
 Districtwide roading rates;
 petrol tax;
 Districtwide roading fixed charges; and
 Central Government – New Zealand Transport Agency
(NZTA) subsidy.
Capital Costs:
 100% public - funded for works not incurred due to private
development; and
 development contributions for capacity incurred for private
development proportional to level incurred.
Funded by:
 Borrowings;
 development contributions;
 Districtwide roading rates/fixed charges; and
 NZTA subsidy.
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WATER
Nature of
benefit/activity

Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
Who/what creates
need?



efficient use of water and management of effects on the
environment;
 efficient use of potable water;
 maintenance of safe and efficient provision of drinking water;
 maintenance of health standards; and
 services provided for commercial and fire fighting purposes.
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds







Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?







individuals and households for essential and agreed nonessential needs;
exacerbators – excessive users of potable water for nonessential needs;
entire community creates the need for a safe urban
environment where water services are adequately provided
and health standards maintained;
commercial and industrial enterprises create need for water
services applicable to their business; and
fire fighting services create need for water services to carry
out their job.
entire community benefits from safe and efficient provision of
drinking water;
direct household benefit;
commercial businesses benefit specifically from the provision
of water services;
entire community benefits from provision of water services by
ensuring fire fighting capabilities are maintained; and
on-going benefits for the period the infrastructural assets are
being maintained and renewed.

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes – where measurement of consumptions is used.

Public benefits?



public benefits from management of water use to reasonable/
responsible levels – deferred impacts on the environment,
deferred need for infrastructure investment.

Period of benefits



for period of active water management and life of water
assets.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

Targeted rates are appropriate for this activity to enable a more
equitable distribution of costs through a districtwide fixed annual
charge and a volumetric charge. There is also a separate
targeted rate for the Hautere/Te Horo water supply.
The benefits of these targeted rates outweigh the associated
administrative costs.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

The costs of this activity are 100% privately funded so the
Community is not directly subsidising this activity through
property rates.
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WATER
Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Urban Water Supplies
Operating Costs
 private water user - 100% operating and financing costs.
Funded by:
 fixed water charge per connection;
 funding from 1 July 2014 - water meter charges for private
beneficiaries of District’s urban water supply system made up
of a fixed charge and a volumetric charge;
 targeted rates set for private beneficiaries who take up
Council’s water retrofit service offer for Council approved
water conservation purposes that reduce the use of Council’s
potable water supply (detailed policy being developed).
 targeted rate set to recover loan repayments over a 10 year
period (commenced on 1 July 2011);
 interest costs of the interest free loans are to be met by all
Council potable water users in the Paraparaumu/Raumati/
Waikanae areas.
Capital Costs:
 100% private
Funded by:
 development contributions;
 Borrowings; and
 current fixed water charges per connections.
Hautere Te Horo Water Supply
Operating Costs:
 100% private
Funded by:
 Fixed charge per unit (1 unit = 1 cubic metre /day)
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Nature of
 maintenance of a safe and efficient method of discharge of
benefit/activity
stormwater on land (private responsibility);
 general benefits in terms of function of urban areas, public
health and social wellbeing; and
 protection of vulnerable areas from excess stormwater
flooding.
Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
Who/what creates
need?

2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds




development which exacerbates stormwater run-off by
construction of impermeable surfaces;
entire community (historic) location in areas vulnerable to
flooding and hazard; and
climate change effects (increase over baseline).

Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?



Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes - possible to charge for stormwater effects based on
permeable surfaces and for pre- development contribution
properties.

Public benefits?



primarily public benefit for current capacity (given historic
decisions to settle and inability to charge back).

Period of benefits



on-going benefits for the period the infrastructure assets are
being maintained and renewed.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

This service is equally available to all residents so there is no
basis for charging all residents for its provision. Targeted rates
are appropriate as the benefit accruing to individuals is related in
part to the size of the property they inhabit. The size of the
property is in turn is linked to its capital value, making a capital
value rating mechanism appropriate.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

The costs of this activity are 100% privately funded so the
Community is not directly subsidising this activity through
property rates.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Operating Costs:
 100% public.



developers - use of downstream public assets to discharge
stormwater. Note: Council employs a policy of hydraulic
neutrality for up to 1 in 100 year events; and
properties within stormwater rating areas benefit from safe
and efficient discharge of stormwater.

Funded by:
 capital value rates set for each stormwater rating area
(since 2009 transition to having the same stormwater rate
across all stormwater rating areas of the District by 2013/14).
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Capital Costs:
 100% public funded for works not incurred due to private
development; and
 development contributions for capacity incurred for private
development proportional to level incurred.
Funded by
 Borrowings;
 development contributions (flood mitigation); and
 capital value rates for each of the stormwater rating areas.
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WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT
Nature of
 maintenance of a safe and efficient method of collection,
benefit/activity
treatment and disposal of wastewater;
 waste minimisation initiatives;
 maintenance of health standards; and
 services provided for commercial and industrial purposes.
Council Outcomes to 2. Resilient community
which the activity
3. Wise management of public funds
contributes
Who/what creates
 individuals and businesses through the need to dispose of
need?
personal waste;
 users of waste water service for disposal of waste created by
business activity;
 exacerbators who dispose of excessive volumes of waste due
to high water use; and
 entire community as a result of the need for public health
services due to density of settlement.
Who benefits  entire community benefits from safe and efficient disposal of
exacerbator or
wastewater;
individuals or groups  commercial and industrial businesses benefit specifically from
of individuals or
the provision of wastewater services to treat and dispose of
community as a
waste;
whole?
 households benefit from the disposal of personal waste; and
 exacerbator.
Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes.

Public benefits?



public benefit from dealing with public health effects.

Period of benefits



Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

on-going benefits for the period the infrastructure assets are
being maintained and renewed.
Users can be identified and charged the full costs of the activity
through connection charges, targeted rates and development
contributions. The benefits of targeting these rates outweigh the
associated collection costs.

Overall impact

The costs of this activity are 100% privately funded so the
Community is not directly subsidising this activity through
property rates.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Operating Costs:
 100% private.
Funded by:
 fixed charges (including differential) per sewerage pan
Capital Costs:
 100% private
Funded by:
 Borrowings; and
 development contributions for capacity incurred for private
development proportional to level incurred.
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SOLID WASTE
Nature of
benefit/activity

Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?



enabling and providing effective and efficient solid waste
services and facilities;
 waste Minimisation education, projects and support; and
 after care of landfills.
3. Wise management of public funds






entire community benefits from a solid waste services and
waste minimisation education and support
the exacerbator (waste disposer) benefits from the safe and
efficient collection and disposal of solid waste by licensed
collectors who are monitored by Council; and
households and businesses benefit from refuse collection and
recycling.

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes – entire community.

Public benefits?



public benefits in terms of health;
Waikanae residents benefit from convenience of location and
operating hours of Waikanae Recycling Centre; and
Ōtaki residents benefit from convenience of location and
operating hours of the Ōtaki Resource Recovery Centre.




Period of benefits
Who/what creates
need?
Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Funding source
allocation and
funding source



on-going benefits for the period the service is undertaken.
Creation of problem by producer and consumer. Waste disposer
creates the need to reduce waste and dispose of safely.
There is no benefit to funding this activity separately.
User fees are used to recover costs in a number of ways, to
reflect individual private benefits and the residual cost is funded
by the Districtwide general rate.
Solid Waste costs are largely subsidised by the Community. An
increase in the costs of this activity will mainly result in increased
costs to the Community. Conversely, any reduction to these
costs in a given financial year will mostly benefit the Community.
Operating Costs:



35% private - recovery of loan servicing costs of Otaihanga
Resource Recovery Centre, lease revenues, cleanfill gate
fees, licence fees.
65% public - debt Servicing Costs on Landfill closure and
aftercare costs. Operation of Waikanae Recycling Centre,
Otaihanga landfill final cap construction, landfill management,
environmental management, waste facilities asset
management, performance monitoring of licensed waste
collectors and operators, waste minimisation education and
support, regional Waste Management and Minimisation Plan
implementation.

Capital Costs:
 100% public – landfill closure and aftercare
Waste facilities asset management
Funded by:
 Borrowings.
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RECREATION AND LEISURE
Nature of
Libraries, Arts and Museums
benefit/activity
 promotion of an educated, creative inspired community;
 availability of recreational facilities to the public; and
 accessibility of a range of historical knowledge and items of
cultural and community significance.
Aquatics
 pools maintained to enhance the health, enjoyment and
quality of life of the District’s residents and visitors;
Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
Who/what creates
need?

1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds




Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?

entire community for Library, museum and arts experience
and access to information services as a key factor in civic life;
and
entire district creates the need for swimming pools

Libraries, Arts and Museums
 the entire community
benefits from choice of
recreational activities and
educational opportunities
the Library offers; and
 the entire community
benefits from an informed
community.

Aquatics
 the pools benefit users, the
entire District and visitors to
the District;

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes – the entire community
and specific benefits to
borrowers of material.



Yes – individuals and
groups.

Public benefits?



significant public benefits
deriving from an informed
community, recreation,
community interaction, and
community meeting space.



private and public benefit
(public health, community
activity).

Period of benefits



on-going benefit for the
period the assets are being
maintained and renewed.



on-going benefit for the
period the assets are being
maintained and renewed.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

User charges cover some of the costs of this activity however the
bulk of the funding is through a targeted (community facilities)
rate which reflects the different levels of usage.
The community facilities rate applies to libraries, parks and
reserves, swimming pools, public halls and community centres.
The cost of further separating the community facilities rate into
its constituent activities would exceed any benefits gained.
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RECREATION AND LEISURE
Overall impact of
Recreation and Leisure costs are largely subsidised by the
allocation of liability
Community. An increase in the costs of this activity will mainly
result in increased costs to the Community. Conversely, any
reduction to these costs in a given financial year will mostly
benefit the Community.
Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Libraries, Arts and Museums
Operating Costs:
 95% public and 5% private
Funded by:
 community facilities fixed
charges; and
 library fees and charges.
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Aquatics
Operating Costs:
 75% public (community
facilities fixed charges –
transitional differentials
apply for multi-occupied
properties); and
 25% private (swimming pool
fees).

Capital Costs
 100% public funded for
works not incurred due to
private development; and
 development contributions
for capacity incurred for
private development
proportional to level
incurred.

Capital Costs:
 100% public funded for
works not incurred due to
private development; and
 development contributions
for capacity incurred for
private development
proportional to level
incurred.

Funded by:
 development contributions
(community infrastructure);
 Borrowings; and
 community facilities fixed
charges.

Funded by:
 Borrowings;
 development contributions;
 Districtwide general rate;
 community facilities fixed
charges; and
 community contribution (for
example the Coastlands
Aquatic Centre Trust).
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Nature of
Community Facilities
benefit/activity
 ensuring some affordable housing is available for older persons;
and
 providing public facilities that allow for community participation.
Supporting Social Wellbeing
 promotion of the community’s social and cultural wellbeing through
facilitation and advocacy.
 reduced social problems; and
 provision of social services support via contracts and grants.
Council
Outcomes to
which the
activity
contributes
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Who benefits Community Facilities
Supported Social Wellbeing
exacerbator or
 entire District;
 entire community benefits
individuals or
 users of the facilities
through improved levels of the
groups of
provided;
community’s social and cultural
individuals or
 visitors to the District;
wellbeing.
community as a  older persons within the
whole?
community who qualify for
housing;
 entire community benefits
through the availability of
public facilities;
Can the
beneficiaries be
identified?

public halls – yes –
community groups and
individuals
public toilets –yes –
individuals
cemeteries – yes – entire
community and private
beneficiaries
housing for older persons –
yes – individuals



Yes – cannot identify individual
beneficiaries.



public halls and community
centres – significant
individual and community
group benefit. Equal public
benefit in terms of
community activity, health
and engagement.



public benefits include health, cooperation, ability to leverage
funding into District, and
provision of services to the
community.



public toilets – private and
public benefit (public health,
tourism attraction).



cemeteries – private benefit
– place to bury dead in a
respectful way; public benefit
– public health, continuing of
cultural traditions around
burial.



housing for older persons –
primarily private benefit of
affordable housing. Public
benefits of community care
for vulnerable.



on-going benefits for the
period the assets are being
maintained and renewed



on-going benefits.








Public
benefits?

Period of
benefits
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Who/what
Community Facilities
creates need?
 entire District creates the need for these facilities; and
 entire community creates the need for affordable housing and public
facilities.
Supporting Social Wellbeing
 entire community creates the need - desire for a community which
works collectively and co-operatively and is able to withstand
external pressures and shocks;
 the more involved and skilled people are, the more they contribute
to the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of the District.
Costs and
benefits of
distinct funding

User charges cover some of the costs of this activity however the bulk
of the funding is through a targeted (community facilities) rate which
reflects the different levels of usage.
The community facilities rate applies to libraries, parks and reserves,
swimming pools, public halls and community centres. The cost of
further separating the community facilities rate into its constituent
activities would exceed any benefits gained.

Overall impact
of allocation of
liability

Community Facilities and Community Services costs are largely
subsidised by the Community. An increase in the costs of this activity
will mainly result in increased costs to the Community. Conversely, any
reduction to these costs in a given financial year will mostly benefit the
Community.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Community Facilities
Operating Costs:
 public halls and community
centre:
o 80% public (community
facilities fixed charges –
transitional differentials apply
for multi-occupied properties);
and
o 20% private (hall rental
charges).
 public toilets:
o 100% public (Districtwide
general rate).

public cemeteries:
o 60% public (Districtwide
general rate); and
o 40% private (cemetery fees).
 housing for older persons:
o 100% private - (rental costs for
housing for older persons).
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Supporting Social Wellbeing
Operating Costs:
 100% public – community
and social development
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Capital Costs:
 100% public funded for works not
incurred due to private
development; and
 development contributions for
capacity incurred for private
development proportional to level
incurred.
Funded by:
 Borrowings;
 development contributions;
 Districtwide general rate;
 community facilities fixed charges;
and
 housing for older person’s rental
income.
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Funded by:
 Districtwide general rate.
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PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
Nature of
 parks, reserves, sports fields, public gardens;
benefit/activity
 focus for community activity and involvement in improving
environment;
 amenity in urban environments – source of pleasure,
community pride and places for recreation (reserves);
 source of health and wellbeing for community;
 significant source of urban biodiversity (dependant on planting
policies); and
 open space as overflow paths for stormwater, water quality
management.

Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes

1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds

Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?



Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes - however individual users of passive open space cannot
be easily differentiated.

Public benefits?



significant public benefits – health, culture, amenity and
biodiversity, and hazard management.
private benefit from sports fields at time of use – valuable as
general open space at other times.








entire District;
adjacent residents – amenity;
users of the facilities provided;
visitors to the District; and
junior (school age) sports not charged

Period of benefits



Who/what creates
need?

Entire District creates the need for these facilities.

Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

User charges to reflect private benefits cover some of the costs of
this activity however the bulk of the funding is through a targeted
(community facilities) rate which reflects the different levels of
usage.
The community facilities rate applies to libraries, parks and
reserves, swimming pools, public halls and community centres.
The cost of further separating the community facilities rate into its
constituent activities would exceed any benefits gained.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Parks and Open Spaces costs are largely subsidised by the
Community. An increase in the costs of this activity will mainly
result in increased costs to the Community. Conversely, any
reduction to these costs in a given financial year will mostly benefit
the Community.
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on-going benefits over life of asset.
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PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
Funding source
Operating Costs:
allocation and
 reserves
funding source
o passive open space – 100% public;
o sports fields and facilities 97% public and 3% private. (as
total income against costs);
(Note: reflects the current income levels from sporting and
community organisations).
Funded by:
 community facilities charges.
Capital Costs:
Funded by:
 reserves contributions;
 Borrowings; and
 community facilities fixed charges.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Nature of
 promotion and encouragement of economic development
benefit/activity
opportunities within the Kāpiti Coast District;
 tourism information and development services; and
 overall economic strategy developed for District and
neighbouring local authorities.
Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes
Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?

1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds
5. Strong partnerships
 entire community through a healthy, growing and sustainable
economy;
 individual businesses will benefit from specific initiatives;
 residents achieving local employment;
 the entire community benefits through improved economic
activity in tourism;
 individual businesses from tourism opportunities; and
 visitors to the District.

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes in some cases, however this is dependent on the service
used. For example tourism information.

Public benefits?



public benefits from sustainable economic growth

Period of benefits



variable. Most identifiable tourism information services for the
life of the asset or lease arrangement.

Who/what creates
need?



entire community (development of economy);
individual businesses; and
visitors.




Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

Benefits from this activity flow to the community as a whole with
some identifiable private benefit for some services.
The administration costs of charging for this activity separately
outweigh the benefits of any private benefits received.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Economic Development costs are fully subsidised by the
Community. An increase in costs will flow directly to the
Community. Conversely, any reduction to these costs in a given
financial year will benefit the Community.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Operating Costs:
 100% public
Funded by:
 Districtwide general rate.
Capital Costs:
 100% public
Funded by:
 Borrowings.
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REGULATORY SERVICES
Nature of
Building Control
benefit/activity  standards of safety and quality of buildings within the District are
monitored and enforced.
Resource Consents and Compliance

the sustainable management of all physical and natural resources on
the Kāpiti Coast to sustain the life supporting capacity of these
resources to meet the needs of future generations; and

the District is developed in a planned and orderly manner in harmony
with the environment and community aspirations and values.
Environmental Protection
 provision of an efficient monitoring, regulatory and emergency
response service.
 administration of current, relevant legislation and bylaws to promote
the health, safety and wellbeing of the community and protect the
unique environment of the Kāpiti Coast.
Council
Outcomes to
which the
activity
contributes
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1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
5. Strong partnerships
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REGULATORY SERVICES
Who benefits - Building Control
exacerbator or
individuals or
groups of

entire District
individuals or
benefits; and
community as  users of
a whole?
building
control
services.

Resource Consents
and Compliance

Environmental Protection



entire community
benefits from the
sustainable
management of the
Kāpiti Coast
environment;
subdivider/
developer/
landowner benefits
from process.








entire District benefits
from regulatory
requirements that
promote health, safety
and wellbeing of the
community;
users of regulatory
services benefit;
on-going benefits of
regulatory environment
for the District.

Can the
beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes – entire
community;
and specific
benefits to
building
owners



Yes – entire
community.



Yes - however, private
beneficiaries cannot be
identified for hazardous
substances and
environmental health
compliance.

Public
benefits?



primarily
private benefit
in terms of
private asset
value. Public
benefit
derives from
associated
efficient use
of resources
(for example
energy) and
health and
safety (fire).



on-going benefits
from ensuring
compliance with
environmental
standards set
under the
Resource
Management Act
1991 and
subsequent
amendments.



full public benefit for
hazardous substances,
environmental health,
and environmental
compliance. Licensing
primarily private benefit
to operate a business,
significant private benefit
for animal control
(pleasure to owner,
safety benefit to
community) and similar
public private benefit for
alcohol control.

Period of
benefits



on-going.



on-going.



on-going.

Who/what
creates need?

Building Control

entire community creates the need for monitored standards of safety
and quality of buildings;

property owners; and

statutory requirement.
Resource Consents and Compliance

subdividers/developers;

entire community – current and future generations;

physical and built environment; and

statutory requirement.
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REGULATORY SERVICES
Environmental Protection
 users of regulatory services;
 the District as a whole to ensure there is a consistent regulatory
framework to promote health, safety and wellbeing of the people and
environment of the Kāpiti Coast; and
 statutory requirement.
Costs and
benefits of
distinct
funding

A large degree of private benefit across this activity makes user charging
feasible. Where costs are not met by user charges, public contribution is
through the targeted (Districtwide general) rate which reflects the lower
population density and demand for services of rural areas.

Overall impact
of allocation
of liability

Regulatory Services costs are largely subsidised by the Community. An
increase in the costs of this activity will mainly result in increased costs
to the Community. Conversely, any reduction to these costs in a given
financial year will mostly benefit the Community.

Funding
source
allocation and
funding
source

Building
Control

Resource Consents
and Compliance

Environmental Protection
Environmental Protection
has been considered in
terms of two separate
areas with regards to
Private/Rates funding split.
Animal Control is one part
and the remainder of
Environmental Protection
(EP) is the second part.
The second part includes
health, alcohol,
compliance, noise, pools,
Bylaws and Trade Waste.

Operating Costs:

60% public
and
40% private.
Excludes
Earthquake prone
building project
costs

Operating Costs:

60% public and
40% private;

legal fees for
Environmental
Court hearings
excluded from the
funding
apportionment.

Operating Costs:
 animal control: 40%
public and 60% private;
 EP remainder
(excluding animal
control): 75% public and
25% private.

Funded by:

Districtwide
general rate;
and

building
control fees.

Funded by:

Districtwide
general rate; and

fees and charges.

Funded by:
 Districtwide general
rate; and
 fees and charges for
users of services.
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DISTRICTWIDE PLANNING
Nature of
Strategic planning and policy development to manage growth
benefit/activity
pressures:
 urban areas retain their unique character and existing amenity
values;
 improved environmental monitoring;
 all physical and natural resources on the Kāpiti Coast are
sustainably managed; and
 improved design and landscaping of urban development.
Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes

1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds
4. Democracy through community participation

Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?



Can the beneficiaries
be identified?








Public benefits?




developers in terms of a clear consistent policy framework for
development proposals;
people immediately affected by development proposals; and
entire community as a complete unit benefits from a sustainable
environment protecting the unique character and existing
amenity values of the District.
Yes for Private Plan Changes –- full benefits accrue to
developer and can be identified. If sufficient public benefit
arising can choose to treat as a public plan change; and
The whole community benefits from general policy including
District Plan development.
public benefit from providing a regulatory framework to manage
development and change as it affects the environment; and
from community involvement in design processes.

Period of benefits



benefits are on-going in terms of protecting the environment for
future generations.

Who/what creates
need?



developers;
entire community; and
statutory requirement.




Costs and benefits of
distinct funding

The benefits from this activity flow to the community as a whole,
except for private plan changes which are fully funded by the
private beneficiary. The most appropriate way to fund the bulk of
this activity is through the Districtwide general rate as the cost of
separately funding this activity exceeds any benefits that might be
gained.

Overall impact of
allocation of liability

Districtwide Planning costs are fully subsidised by the Community.
An increase in costs will flow directly to the Community.
Conversely, any reduction to these costs in a given financial year
will benefit the Community.
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DISTRICTWIDE PLANNING
Funding source
Operating Costs:
allocation and
 100% public (except for Private Plan Change costs which are
funding source
fully private funded);
Funded by:
 Districtwide general rate.
Capital Costs:
 100% public.
Funded by:
 Borrowings;
 development contributions; and
 Districtwide general rate.
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GOVERNANCE AND TĀNGATA WHENUA
Nature of
 public accountability of Council governance;
benefit/activity
 contribution of the public to the decision-making process is
valuable;
 ensures that public expectations are met with regard to
identifying community needs - both current and future;
 sustainability of Council activities; and
 Civil Defence Emergency Management.

Council Outcomes to
which the activity
contributes

1. Thriving economy, vibrant culture, diverse community
2. Resilient community
3. Wise management of public funds
4. Democracy through community participation
5. Strong partnerships

Who benefits exacerbator or
individuals or groups
of individuals or
community as a
whole?



the entire community benefits from involvement with the
Council’s decisions and goals, knowledge of the intended paths
to meet those goals, and monitoring of progress.

Can the beneficiaries
be identified?



Yes – entire community, and community groups (through
community boards)

Public benefits?



major benefits in terms of operation of local democracy and
statutory processes.

Period of benefits



benefits are on-going with a Council/public partnership.

Who/what creates
need?



need is created by entire community for knowledge of and
involvement in the Council’s decisions;
need is created by the Council for an efficient and effective
interface with and guidance from the public in decision making;
statutory requirement; and
health and safety of entire community





Costs and benefits of
distinct funding
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Targeted rates are appropriate to fund the different costs and
requirements of the individual communities in the district –
Paraparaumu/Raumati, Waikanae, Ōtaki and Paekākāriki, as well
as the service charges for Ōtaki and Paekākāriki.
The balance of funding is through the Districtwide general rate as
significant benefits arising from this activity flow to the wider
community.
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GOVERNANCE AND TĀNGATA WHENUA
Overall impact
There is no rationale or mechanism to relieve the Districtwide
general rate burden of this activity by charging fees or further
targeting of rates.

Funding source
allocation and
funding source

Operating Costs:
 100% public.
Funded by:
 Districtwide general rate;
 local community rates; and
 local service charges (Ōtaki and Paekākāriki)
Capital Costs:
 100% public.
Funded by:
 Borrowings;
 Districtwide general rate; and
 development contributions.
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APPENDIX 3– SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Building Consent Fees
Please note that:

Applicants are required to pay the full fee for the consent at the time of application.

Under some conditions applicants may be required to pay additional fees when processing
is completed. This will include Fees for Development Levies, Additional Inspections, and
Other Fees Required under the Building Act 2004.

The inspection fee is estimated on the number of inspections required for the type of work.
If the number of inspections has been over estimated a refund will be made. If additional
inspections are required they will be charged at the rate applicable at the time they
occurred and will need to be paid before we issue Code Compliance Certificate.

The Building Consent Fees below include a Digital Storage Charge of $44.
Total Fee Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Excluding BRANZ, MBIE Levies, Refundable Deposits
Minor Work (These include 1 or 2 inspections. Additional inspections will be charged at
$143 per hour)
Solid Fuel Heater (includes 1 inspection)

$236

Solid Fuel Heater with Wetback (includes 2 inspections)

$351

Minor Building Work <$5,000 (includes 1 inspection)

$286

Solar Water Heating (includes 1 inspection)

$236

Plumbing and/or Drainage Work (includes 2 inspections)

$403

Sheds/Retaining Walls/Carports Decks/Swimming/Spa
Pools/Conservatories/Pergolas (includes 2 inspections) and
Other Minor Works

$909

Marquees (includes 1 inspection)

$403

Residential Demolition (includes 1 inspection)

Commercial Demolition (includes 1 inspection)

$490
plus $556 refundable
deposit
$1,286
plus $1,102
refundable deposit

Processing of Residential Building Consents
Residential new building / alterations: $5,001-$20,000
Residential new building / alterations: $20,001-$50,000
Residential new building / alterations: $50,001-$100,000
Residential new building / alterations: $100,001-$250,000
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$697
$985
$1,273
$1,561
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Building Consent Fees

Residential new building / alterations: $250,001-$500,000

Residential new building / alterations: $500,001 upwards

New garage or farm building

$1,849
$1,849 plus $143 for
each additional
$100,000 or
part there of
$841

Processing of Commercial / Industrial Consents
Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $0,000-$20,000

$1,129

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $20,001-$50,000

$1,849

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $50,001-$100,000

$2,569

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $100,001-$250,000

$3,001

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $250,001-$500,000

$3,433

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: $500,001-$1,000,000

$4,009

Commercial/Offices/Retail Buildings: >$1,000,001

$4,009 plus $184 per
additional $100,000
value

Inspection Fees
Standard Inspection Fee (1)

Final Inspection Fee (1)

$107 per inspection

$143

Note: Inspection Fees
(1)
This fee includes inspection on site, travel and review of documentation in office.
In relation to the travel time, if the project is in a remote area or has difficult access, additional
travel time will be charged.
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Project Information Memorandum (PIM) Fees
Please note that:

Applicants are required to pay the full fee for the PIM at the time of application.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
PIM Portion of Consent
Residential New Dwellings
PIM – Residential

$414

Additions and Alterations (Residential)
PIM – Multi-residential and Commercial

$717

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Multi Proof Consent Fees
Please note that:

Applicants are required to pay the full fee for the consent at the time of application.

Under some conditions you may be required to pay additional fees when processing is
completed. This will include fees for development levies, additional inspections and other
fees required under the Building Act 2004.

If the number of inspections has been over estimated a refund will be made.

The Multi-Proof Consent Fees below include a Digital Storage Charge of $44.
Total Fee Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Excluding BRANZ, MBIE Levies, Refundable Deposits

Multi-use consent
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$695 (3 hours processing)
additional hours charged at
$143 per hour
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Building Consent Fees – Other Charges
Total Fee Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
NOTE: BRANZ and MBIE levies are not set by Council. They apply to all work valued at $20,000 or more

Levies
BRANZ Levy per $1,000 (of project value over $20,000)

$1

MBIE Levy per $1,000 (of project value over $20,000)
Accreditation Levy

$2.01
$1.00 per $1000 of project
value over $20,000

For staged projects the levies are to be assessed on the total project value
Plan Vetting
Unscheduled Building, Plumbing and Drainage Inspections
Registration of Section 72 Certificate
(as at June 2015 the Disbursements are $240 per registration)

$143 per hour
Time charge based on
$143 per hour
$133 plus disbursements
(includes registration at Land
Information New Zealand)

Administration staff (per hour)

$96 per hour

Administration fee on refunds

$80

Registration of Section 77(1) Certificate
(as at June 2015 the Disbursements are $240 per registration)
Digital Storage Charge
(if applicable and not already included in a separate fee)
Amendment to Building Consent Application

Application for Discretionary Exemption
(Schedule 1, Part 1, Section 2, Building Act 2004)

$215 plus disbursements
(includes registration at Land
Information New Zealand)
$44 per consent additional to
above consent fees
$219 lodgement fee
(includes ½ hour assessment)
plus $143 per hour over and
above first ½ hour
$219 lodgement fee
(includes ½ hour assessment)
plus $143 per hour over and
above first ½ hour

Warrant of Fitness Audit Inspections

$143 per hour

Inspection fees associated with a Notice to Fix

$143 per hour

Engineering Technical Assessment/Peer Review

Cost plus 10%

New Zealand Fire Service Design Review

Cost plus 10%

New/Amended Compliance Schedule

$133

Application for Code Compliance Certificate

$72
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Building Consent Fees – Other Charges
Total Fee Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
NOTE: BRANZ and MBIE levies are not set by Council. They apply to all work valued at $20,000 or more

Certificate of Public Use

$301

$301
plus building consent fees
applicable to project
The Building Consent Fee does not include the cost of any structural engineer assessment
which may be required
$299
Land Information Memorandum
payable on application
$314
Land Information Memorandum with Building Plans
payable on application
$329
Land Information Memorandum with Certificate of Title
payable on application
Land Information Memorandum with Building Plans and
$344
Certificate of Title
payable on application
$32
Certificate of Title
payable on application
$219 lodgement fee (includes
½ hour assessment)
Reassessment Fee (amended plans)
plus $143 per hour over and
above first ½ hour
Application for Certificate of Acceptance

Alternative Design / Details Applications

$143 per hour

Environmental Health – Plan Vetting

$143 per hour

Residential Damage Deposit of $544 may be applicable, increasing to $948 if a new vehicle
crossing is required
Commercial Damage Deposit of $1,079 may be applicable
Access to Building Files - email aerial maps or existing
electronic building files or on CD

Access to Building Files - all copying/printing charges
additional to the above services

Building Certificate for Supply and Sale of Alcohol
Building Warrant of Fitness Renewal (1-2 systems) up to 0.5
hour processing
Building Warrant of Fitness Renewal (3+ systems) up to 0.75
hour processing
Removal of Section 72 Certificate
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$15
Black and White:
A4 - first 20 copies free then
20 cents per page
A3 – 30 cents per page
Colour:
A4 - $2.10 per page
A3 - $3.40 per page
$124
$72 plus
$143 per hour after ½ hour
$143 plus
$143 per hour after ¾ hour
$133 plus disbursements
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Building Consent Fees – Other Charges
Total Fee Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
NOTE: BRANZ and MBIE levies are not set by Council. They apply to all work valued at $20,000 or more

Time Extension Fee (for consents about to lapse or 24 months
after issue)

$92

District Plan Check Fee all applications (except minor)
Building consents with a project value under $20,000
Building consents with a project value over $20,001
List of Building consents issued each week (emailed)
List of Building consents issued each month (emailed)
List of Building consents issued each month (posted)
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$70 plus
$143 per hour after ½ hour
$143 plus
$143 per hour after 1 hour
$80 per year
$40 per year
$50 per year
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees
Please note that:

Fees are as set under Section 36 of the Resource Management Act. Initial fees must be
paid before we start processing your application. Further charges will be involved if
additional time is spent processing the request, or if disbursement costs are incurred,
which are over and above the allocated time provisions.

Fees are inclusive of GST.

If any charge for an application is not paid by the due date, then Kapiti Coast District
Council reserves the right under Section 36(7) of the Resource Management Act to stop
processing the application. This may include the cancellation of a hearing or the issuing
of a decision.
– If a hearing is cancelled or postponed due to the non-payment of a charge, the
applicant will be charged for any costs that may arise from that cancellation or
postponement.

Discounts shall be paid on administrative charges for applications for resource consent
applications that are not processed within the statutory timeframes. The discounts shall
be in accordance with the Regulations to the Resource Management Act 1991.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Notified Applications

Publicly Notified Applications

$2,863 deposit
(covers first 20 hours of
processing time. Balance to
be charged on time and
material basis including
advertising)

Limited Notified Applications

$2,290 deposit
(covers first 16 hours of
processing time. Balance to
be charged on time and
material basis including
advertising)

Non-Notified Land Use Applications (including temporary events)

Permitted Activities (including temporary events)
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees

Controlled Activities

Controlled Activities – Home Occupation1

$716
(covers first 5 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional
hour thereafter)

$200

Restricted Discretionary Activities

$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Discretionary Activities - General

$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Discretionary Activities2 –
1. Removal/trimming Protected Trees Causing Significant
Structural Damage (as determined by an appropriately
delegated, qualified and experienced person, i.e. an
ecologist or Council staff member)
2. Trimming of protected vegetation to maintain existing
farm tracks
3. Earthworks to maintain existing farm tracks.

$100

Non-Complying Activities

$1,145
(covers first 8 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Certificate of Compliance (certifies land use complies with
District Plan provisions)

$716
(covers first 5 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

1

Conditions apply, applications will only be accepted on a case by case basis and assumes adequate
information provided
2
Conditions apply, applications will only be accepted on a case-by-case basis and assumes adequate
information provided
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees

Existing Use Rights Certificate

$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Extensions on Time Limits

$716 (fixed charge)

Surrender of Consent in Whole or in Part

$286 (fixed charge)

Change or Cancellation of Conditions

Outline Plan

$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)
$1,002
(covers first 7 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Non-Notified Application

Notice of Requirement

$1,145
(covers first 8 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Non-Notified Subdivision Applications

All Subdivisions

Boundary Adjustment (as defined by District Plan)

Update Existing Cross Lease
Extensions on Time Limits

Change or Cancellation of Conditions/Consent Notice

$1,718
(covers first 12 hours of
processing time, $143 per
additional hour thereafter)
$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time, $143 per
additional hour thereafter)
$200
$716 (fixed charge)
$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time $143 per
additional hour thereafter)

Subdivision Certifications
Section 223 Certificate
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees

Section 224(c) Certificate including other Certificates

$1,145 (fixed charge)

Section 224(f)

$286 (fixed charge)

Section 5(1)(g) / s25(5), s32(2)(a) of Unit Titles Act 2010
(staged unit developments)

$286 (fixed charge)

Section 221 Consent Notice (when issued as separate notice)

$286 (fixed charge)

Section 226 Certificate (certify subdivision complies with
District Plan Provisions)

$716
(covers first 5 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Miscellaneous Applications/Certificates
Surrender of Consent in Whole or in Part

Revocation of Easements

$286 (fixed charge)
$286
(covers first 2 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Right of Way Approval

$859 (fixed charge)

Section 348 (Local Government Act) Certificate (ROW
certification)

$716 (fixed charge)

Re-Issue Certificate (All Types)

$184 (fixed charge)

Transfer Instruments and Other Miscellaneous Legal
Documents

Reserves Valuation Calculation (Land <$150,000)

$286
(covers first 2 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

At cost

Other

Private Plan Change
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$5,725 deposit
(covers first 40 hours of
processing time. Balance to
be charged on time and
material basis including
advertising)

SP-15-1585

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees

Notices of Requirements for Designation

Alteration to Designation (non-notified)

Transfer of Resource Consent

$2,863
(covers first 20 hours of
processing time. Balance to
be charged on time and
material bases including
advertising)
$1,145
(covers first 8 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)
$286

Other
Objection to development contributions – note fee to be
refunded in part or in full depending on level of objection
upheld by Independent Hearing Commissioners

Encroachment Licence (Buildings/Structures only)

Re-issue Encroachment License (New Owner)
Planning Certificate – Alcohol Licensing
Cost Recovery Charge for Inspection of Confirmed Breach of
District Plan Provisions
Cancellation of Building Line Restriction

$716
(covers first 5 hours of
processing time
$143 per additional
hour thereafter
$859
(covers first 6 hours of
processing time
$140 per additional hour
thereafter)
$180 (fixed charge)
$143
$143 per hour
$549 (fixed charge)

Hourly Charge Out Rates and Disbursements
Staff: - Planner/Engineer (all levels)
- Planning Manager, Asset Manager
- Environmental Protection Staff (all levels)
Administration Staff
Elected Member Commissioner costs per hour for any hearing:
 Sitting collectively without an independent
commissioner: (Chairperson, Hearing Commissioners)
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$143 per hour
$175 per hour
$143 per hour
$96 per hour
$200 per hour (or part
thereof)
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resource Management Fees


Sitting with an Independent Commissioner

$100 per hour per elected
member up to $200 per hour
(or part thereof).

Independent commissioners

At cost

Postage and Stationery

At cost

Consultant’s Fees (The use of consultants / peer review will be
undertaken in consultation with the applicant)

At cost

Copying and Printing
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Black and white:
A4 first 20 copies free then
20c per page
Black and white
A3 30c per page
Colour:
A4 - $2.10/page
A3 - $3.40 per page
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DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Engineering Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Notified Land Use Consents
Application Deposit
Notified
Consent Monitoring

Non-Notified Application Fee
plus $947 (balance charged on
time and material basis)
$286
(includes the first 2 hours,
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

Non - Notified Land Use Consents
Development
of multiple
units per lot

Application Fee:
- Up to 6 Units
- 7 or more Units
Consent Monitoring Fee
Application Fee
Compliance Monitoring Administration Fee

Commercial/
Industrial
development or Engineering Drawing Approval
infrastructure
development

Engineering Construction Supervision

Application Fee per application
All other NonNotified Land
Use consents
Consent Monitoring Fee per Consent
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$716 per application
$859 per application
$591 plus $210 per unit
$828 per application
$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)
$1,278
(includes 3 submissions of
engineering drawings, beyond
this will be charged at $143 per
plan)
Determined as 2% of the total
estimated values of services
(water, sanitary, drainage and
road), including engineering
and contingency fees (minimum
of $10,000)
$286
(includes the first 2 hours,
$143 per additional hour
thereafter)

$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter).
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Engineering Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Subdivisions

Fee Simple

Application Fee

$716 plus $31 per lot
(includes the first 5 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

Application Fee:
- Up to 6 Unit Titles

$716 per application
(includes the first 5 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

- 7 or more Unit Titles

$859 per application
(includes the first 6 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

Unit Title

Notified Subdivisions
Up to 6 Lots or
Unit Titles

Subdivision Application Deposit

Application Fee
plus $947 (balance charged on
time and material basis)

7 to 12 Lots or
Unit Titles

Subdivision Application Deposit

Application Fee
plus $1,184 (balance charged on
time and material basis)

13 to 20 Lots
or Unit Titles

Subdivision Application Deposit

Application Fee
plus $1,420 (balance charged on
time and material basis)

More than 20
Lots or Unit
Titles

Subdivision Application Deposit

Application Fee
plus $1,656 (balance charged on
time and material basis)

Monitoring – Fee Simple or Unit Title Subdivisions

Consent Monitoring Fee

$572 plus $286 per lot or unit
(includes the first 4 hours plus 2
hours per lot or unit, $143 per
additional hour thereafter)

Other Subdivisions
Boundary
adjustments
(including
cross lease
variation)
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Application Fee per Application

Consent Monitoring Fee per Consent

$286
$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

SP-15-1585

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Engineering Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Second stage
cross lease or
conversion of
cross lease to
freehold

Application Fee per Application

$286

Consent Monitoring Fee per Lot

$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

Application Fee per Application
Right-of-way
Applications
Consent Monitoring Fee per Consent

$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)
$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)

Other
Objection to Decision

$143 per hour

Variation to Consent Conditions

$143 per hour

Encroachment Licenses

$143 per hour

Plan Change Applications

$143 per hour

Easement –
New/Cancellation

Application Fee per Application

Specialist Consultants
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$286
(includes the first 2 hours, $143
per additional hour thereafter)
At cost
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Animal Control Fees

Entire Dog
Registration Fee (pro-rated)
1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Fee (including penalty)
if paid after 5pm,
30 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Seeing Eye/Hearing Ear
Dog

Nil

Nil

Working Dog

$63

$94

Working Dogs
(3rd and subsequent)

$37

$55

C

Standard Dog

$172

$258

D

Approved Owner and
owner current member of
NZ Kennel Club

$147

$220

Neuter/Spey
Registration Fee (pro-rated)
1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Fee (including penalty)
if paid after 5pm,
30 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Seeing Eye/Hearing Ear
Dog

Nil

Nil

Working Dog

$63

$94

Working Dogs
(3rd and subsequent)

$37

$55

C

Standard Dog

$89

$133

D

Approved Owner

$63

$94

E

Dogs Classified as
Dangerous Dogs

$256

$384

Class of Dog
- Entire Dog

A

B

Class of Dog
Neuter/Spey

A

B
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Animal Control Impoundment Charges
Effective from 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Please note that:

Impounding shall be deemed to have occurred when the dog is confined to a Dog Control
Officer’s vehicle, or impounded.

Seizure shall be deemed to have occurred when a notice of seizure has been served on
the owner or placed at the property.

No dog or stock will be released without payment of all impounding fees.

Fees are inclusive of GST.

First impound
or Seizure
(incl. GST)

Second
Impound or
seizure in
any Two Year
Period
(incl. GST)

Third and
Subsequent
Impound or
seizure in any
Two Year
Period
(incl. GST)

$50

$155

$280

$11.50

$11.50

$11.50

$47

$47

$47

Prearranged After Hours Release – All

$145
(1 hour of time,
additional time
at $96 per
hour)

$145
(1 hour of
time,
additional time
at $96 per
hour)

$145
(1 hour of time,
additional time
at $96 per
hour)

Impounding – Sheep and Goats

$32 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

$58 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

$119 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

Impounding - Cattle and Horses

$58 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

$119 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

$236 per head
plus any costs
incurred in
transporting
stock

Item

Impounded/seized – Dog
Must be registered and micro chipped to
release
Sustenance – Dog (per day)
Micro chipping – Dog

Animal Control Officer hourly charge out
rate
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$96 per hour
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Animal Control Impoundment Charges
Effective from 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Third and
Second
Subsequent
Impound in
Impound in any
any Two Year
Two Year
Period
Period
$96 per hour
$96 per hour
between
between
0800-1700
0800-1700
hours and
hours and
$143 per hour $143 per hour
between
between
1701-0759
1701-0759
hours
hours

Item

Seizure and
First Impound

Officer Charges Relating to Impounding of
Stock

$96 per hour
between
0800-1700
hours and
$143 per hour
between
1701-0759
hours

Sustenance – Sheep and Goats (per day)

$5.50
per day

$5.50
per day

$5.50
per day

Sustenance – Cattle and Horses (per day)

$11.50
per day

$11.50
per day

$11.50
per day

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Other Animal Control Charges
Effective from 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Permit for three or more
dogs (Special License)
Approved Owner
Application
Approved Owner
re-inspection fee *.
Replacement Tag

Owner Current
Member of NZ
Kennel Club

Working

Standard

Approved
Owner

$58

$58

$58

$58

N/A

N/A

$45

$45

N/A

N/A

$25

$25

$5.50 for
first replacement tag

$11.30 for any
subsequent replacement tag

Euthanasia

Actual cost plus 10%, but minimum $95

Relinquishment fee

$120 (5)

(5) Provides contribution towards sustenance costs (three days minimum) and administration and/or euthanasia
costs.
* For site visit if
1.
An approved owner changes address or;
2.
Re-inspection to check that any required improvements have been made.
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ENVIRONMENT HEALTH AND FOOD PREMISES FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Environmental Health and Food Premises Fees
Inspection
Rating

Number of
Inspections

Grade

Risk Factor

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
A

B

C

D

17-20

1

A

$305

$420

$530

$901

12-16

2

B

$429

$547

$654

$1,026

6-11

3

D

$554

$675

$779

$1,151

1-5

4+

E

$681

$802

$907

$1,278

unknown

2

New
Owner

$429

$547

$654

$1,026

Fee Structure
The fee structure for food premises in the 2015/16 financial year is weighted towards premises
achieving an A Grade. It reflects the Council goal to get all premises on an A Grade for the
betterment of the Kāpiti Coast District, to achieve the highest standards and to strive towards a
more sustainable food safety future.
Note:
The below amounts relate to fees effective from 1 July 2015 and uses Risk Factor ‘C’ figures.
A Grade premises: pay $529 for registration.
This grading includes an allowance for one inspection (at no additional cost from last year
except for indexing). The indexed fee change essentially rewards an operator for achieving the
A Grade rating under the Kapiti Coast District Council Food Safety Bylaw 2006.
B Grade premises: pay $653 for registration.
This includes an allowance for two programmed inspections. Advice will also be targeted to a
B Grade operator to assist them to achieve an A Grade rating under the Kapiti Coast District
Council Food Safety Bylaw 2006.
D Grade premises: pay $778 for registration.
This includes an allowance for three programmed inspections during the year with on-going
advice and support from the Council, as provided with the higher grades.
E Grade Premises: The Food Safety Bylaw 2006 has this category available and the fee
is $905.
This fee is based on four programmed inspections. This type of premise will not be tolerated
within the District. Officers will use all powers under the Kapiti Coast District Council Food
Safety Bylaw 2006 to close premises if they fall into this category. Once closed a premise will
only be authorised to reopen once the required work is complete and a monitoring programme
is put in place.
New Premises: pay $653 for registration plus an Establishment Fee.
This Fee has been set up to cover the additional costs related to staff time related to the
Building Consent Process and set up.
The New Premise fee is linked to the B Grade as the new operator will:
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Note:

require monitoring to ensure they establish good practices
receive Health Education Advice to assist them to achieve an A Grade rating.
Under the Kapiti Coast District Council Food Safety Bylaw 2006 grading of new
premises occurs two months after opening.
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Other Fees Related to Food Activity
Please note that:

These fees relate to additional staff time required above the routine activities related to
registration.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Additional Inspection fee

$143

Environmental Protection Officer hourly rate

$143

Establishment Fee

$282

Transfer of Ownership for any premises

$138

Rest Home Fee Transfer

$138

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Other Fees Activities – Rest Homes Fees
Please note that:

Rest home premises are not required to be registered under the Food Hygiene
Regulations 1974, yet are required to comply with the requirements of the Regulations.
To ensure compliance an inspection is required and costs are charged.

All rest homes are required to meet the same standards as the food premises. The fee is
in line with a Risk Factor C Grade A food premises.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Rest Home
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$530
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Premises Required to be Registered under the Health Act 1956
and associated Regulations Current Fees
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Hairdressers (home occupation)

$197

Hairdressers (commercial premises)

$236

Funeral Directors

$309

Camping Grounds

$309

Itinerant Trader

$152
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ALCOHOL LICENSING FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Alcohol Licensing Fees
Please note that:
The Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (the Act) was fully enacted on 19 December
2013. The Sale and Supply of Alcohol (Fees) Regulations associated with the Act
introduced a new fee regime for licensed premises and other types of licensing
applications. In addition it introduced a risk based fee structure for licensed premises which
includes both an application and annual fee component. Dependent on changes to the
operation of the premises or enforcement actions undertaken against a licensee or
manager, the annual fees may change each year. The fee categories represent a risk
rating for types of premises, their trading hours and if they have had enforcement actions
taken against them. They are calculated in accordance with Regulation 4 to 8 of the Sale
and Supply of Alcohol (Fees) Regulations 2013. Please see the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol (Fees) Regulations 2013 for more information.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Very low
Low

Application Fee $368 and Annual Fee $161
Application Fee $609.50 and Annual Fee $391

Medium

Application Fee $816.50 and Annual Fee $632.50

High

Application Fee $1,023.50 and Annual Fee $1,035

Very High

Application Fee $1,207.50 and Annual Fee $1,437.50

The application fee applies to applications for new licences, renewals of licences and
variations to licences.
Application fees are payable on date of application.
In the case of a new licence the annual fee must be paid prior to the issue of the licence and
subsequently must be paid on the anniversary of the date the licence was issued.
In the case of an existing licence the annual fee is payable on the most recent of the following:

the date on which the licence was issued

the date on which the licence renewed

the date on which a variation of the licence was granted.
Pursuant to Regulation 6(4) of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol (Fees) Regulations 2013 the
Council may, in its discretion and in response to particular circumstances, assign a fees
category to premises that is one level lower than the fees category determined.
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Alcohol Licensing Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Special Licences
Class 1 - 1 Large event or more than 3
Medium Events or more than 12 Small Events

$575

Class 2 – 1-3 Medium Events or 3-12 Small
Events

$207

Class 3 – 1 or 2 Small Events

$63.25

Note:
Definitions of an event which the Territorial Authority believes on reasonable grounds will have
patronage of:

Large Event – more than 400 people

Medium Event – between 100 and 400 people

Small Event – fewer than 100 people
Pursuant to Regulation 10(2) of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol (Fees) Regulations 2013, the
Territorial Authority may, in its discretion and in response to particular circumstances, charge a
fee for a special licence that is one class below the class of licence that is issued.

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Alcohol Licensing Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Fees Payable for Other Applications
Manager’s Certificate Application or Renewal

$316.25

Temporary Authority

$296.70

Temporary Licence

$296.70

Extract of Register (ARLA or DLC)

$57.50
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TRADE WASTE CONSENT FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Trade Waste Consent Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Trade Waste Consents
Discharge less than 1,245m3 (registered)
consent fee

No Charge

Discharge less than 1,245m3 (permitted)
consent fee

$167

Discharge less than 1,245m3 (permitted)
re-inspection fee for non-compliance

$84

Discharge greater than 1,245m3 (conditional)
consent fee

$330

Discharge greater than 1,245m3 (conditional)
re-inspection fee for non-compliance

$84
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GENERAL COMPLIANCE FEES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
General Compliance Fees

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Fire Permits (Urban)
Beach Fire Permit
Swimming Pool Fencing Inspections
Extraordinary Activities – Bylaw Permits
Noise Control – seizure fine
(stereo equipment)

Amusement Devices

Application for exemption for swimming pool
fencing under S6 of Fencing of Swimming
Pools Act 1987
Environmental Protection Officer hourly rate
Environmental Protection Administration
hourly rate
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$22.50
No Charge
No Charge for first inspection
($92 each subsequent inspection)
$185 for first inspection.
(additional inspection fee $92)
$221 plus $31 each additional callout
1 x $11.50
2 x $13.80
3 x $16.10
4 x $18.40
Note: Fee set by the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment (MBIE)
$259 for first three hours and hourly rate at
$143 per hour thereafter
$143
$96
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DISTRICTWIDE CEMETERY CHARGES
Note:
The Council has an arrangement with certain Funeral Homes who provide services within the
District to collect fees detailed in these cemetery charges on behalf of the Council. In return,
the funeral homes keep 15% of any total fee to cover their administration costs associated with
collecting these fees.
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Districtwide Cemetery Charges

Please note that:

Cemetery charges will be reviewed regularly to ensure that they are consistent with the
Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Purchase of Right for Burial

Deceased was living
in the District

Deceased was living
out of the District

Services Burial Plot

No charge

No charge

Services Cremation Plot

No charge

No charge

Monumental and Lawn Area Plots

$1,612

$3,407

Cremation Garden and Beam Plots

$897

$2,599

Infant Plots (under 1 year)

$718

$718

$1,958

$3,705

Burial Fee

$1,033

$1,033

Burial Fee (Saturday)

$1,792

$1,792

No charge

No charge

$137

$137

$1,033

$1,033

$259

$259

Monumental Permit

$142

$142

Hire of Lowering Device

$99

$99

Hire of Grass Mats

$99

$99

$1,254

$1,254

$151

$151

Natural Burial Plot
Interment Fees

Burial Fee Infants (under 1 year)
Ashes Interment
Natural Burial Fee
Oversized Casket Fee
(additional to burial fee)
Extra Charges

Burial Disinterment Fee
Cremation Disinterment Fee
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HOUSING FOR OLDER PERSONS
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Housing for Older Persons Weekly Rental Charges

Accommodation
Category
Category A
Single bedroom unit
built pre 1960

Category B
Single bedroom unit
or a double bedroom
unit built pre 1970

Category C
Double bedroom unit
(except those built
pre 1970)

Category D
Superior single
bedroom units
(Waikanae)
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Weekly Rent
Effective
25 August 2015
(Existing Tenants)

Weekly Rent
Effective
1 July 2015
(New Tenants)

$78

$96

$84

$103

$85

$105

Arnold Grove, Paraparaumu

$85

$105

Oakley Court, Complex A,
Eatwell Avenue,
Paraparaumu

$87

$107

Wellington Road, Paekākāriki

$84

$103

Paterson Court, Ōtaki

$109

$134

Tahuna Complex C,
Corner Aotaki/Kirk Street,
Ōtaki

$109

$134

Hadfield Court,
Te Rauparaha Street, Ōtaki

$109

$134

Repo Street, Paraparaumu

$111

$137

Oakley Court Complex C,
Eatwell Avenue,
Paraparaumu

$111

$137

Belvedere Avenue, Waikanae

$107

$132

Address
Tahuna Complex A,
Corner Aotaki/Kirk Street,
Ōtaki
Kainga Complex,
Aotaki Street, Ōtaki
Donovan Road,
Paraparaumu

SP-15-1585

SWIMMING POOLS CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Swimming Pools Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Adult Per Swim (1)

$5

Child Per Swim (2)

$3

Under 5 years old Swim

$1.50

Adult Swimming with Child under 5 years of age

$1.50

Spectators

Nil

Community Services Cardholder Per Swim

$3

Senior Citizen (65 years of age and over)

$3

Aquafit per class

$5.50

Hydroslide (Waikanae and Coastlands Aquatic Centre –
unlimited use per visit) (3)

$2.50

Family Pass (family of 4, minimum of 1 adult or maximum
of 2 adults). Each extra family member is $2.50

$12

Family Pass plus Hydroslide
Each extra family member is $2.50 and extra slide pass
is $2.50

$19.50

Group Discount Adult (10 or more)

$4.50

Group Discount Child (10 or more)

$2.70

Spa and/or Sauna (Coastlands Aquatic Centre) in
addition to pool entry (4)
Spa (Waikanae Pool) in addition to pool entry (4)
Spa and/or Sauna (Ōtaki Pool) in addition to pool entry (4)
Adult
Child
10 Swim Community Services Cardholder
65 years of age and over
Aquafit
Adult
20 Swim
Child
Adult
30 Swim
Child
Adult
50 Swim
Child
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$2
$1
$2
$45
$27
$30
$30
$49.50
$85
$51
$120
$72
$187.50
$112.50
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Swimming Pools Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Swimming Pool Complex Hire Coastlands Aquatic Centre*

$400 per hour (Peak)
$200 per hour (Off Peak**)

Swimming Pool Complex Hire - Ōtaki*

$100 per hour

Swimming Pool Complex Hire - Waikanae*

$300 per hour

*Subject to discretion of pool management depending on availability.
** After 4pm Saturday and Sunday, after 7pm weekdays.

Competitive Events

plus per head entry at applicable
rate

Lane Hire

$7.50 per hour

School Lane Hire (Lessons only-not using Kāpiti Coast
Aquatics instructors)

$7.50 per hour

Commercial Lane Hire

Meeting Room Hire
(Coastlands Aquatic Centre only)

Targeted Aquatic Events/Activity Programmes

$9 per hour
plus per head entry at applicable
rate
Community Groups
$10 per hour
$34 half day use
$60 full day use
Commercial Use
$17 per hour
$67 half day use
$122 full day
Throughout the year the Council
may organise a number of targeted
aquatic events/activity
programmes.
These programmes may involve an
actual and reasonable participation
fee that will be determined in
accordance with the nature of the
event or activity.
The participation fee will be
authorised by the relevant Group
Manager acting under general
delegated authority.
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Swimming Pools Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Learn to Swim

$11.50 per lesson (depends on the
number of weeks in the term)

(1) Adult 16 years plus.
(2) Child 5-15 years.
(3) Adults accompanying an under 8 slide user do not pay the Hydroslide fee.
(4) Spa and/or Sauna only (i.e. no swim) is at applicable pool entry rate.
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SPORTS GROUNDS CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Sports Grounds Charges Per Season
Note: Fees include access to changing facilities where applicable. The fees apply from 1
October 2015. These fees exclude junior sport.
Charges Effective 1 October 2015 (incl. GST)
Sports Activity (seasonal)
Cricket (Grass)
Cricket (Artificial)

$1,300 per block
$575 per block

Croquet

$1,011 per grass court

Netball

$130 per court

Rugby
Rugby League
Football
Softball
Tennis
Touch
League Tag
Twilight Football
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$653 per field
$653 per field
$653 per field
$653 per field
$195 per court
$323 per field
$323 per field
$323 per field
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RESERVE LAND RENTALS
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Reserve Land Rentals

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Clubs with Alcohol Licences

$812

Clubs without Alcohol Licences

$407

Craft, Hobbies and Other Activities

$326

Educational (Standard)

$197

Youth and Service

$197
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HALL HIRE CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Hall Hire Charges (1)
Please note that: Fees will vary in accordance with the space that is hired within the ranges,
size and type of facility.
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Bond – all Halls
Paekākāriki Memorial Hall

$299 ($580 for 21st parties)
$11.50 per hour
$37.40 per 4 hours
$73.20 per 8 hours
$2 coin user pays system for heaters
$9 per hour
$19.20 per 4 hours
$46 per 8 hours
$10-$15.90 per hour
$41.70-$57.60 per 4 hours
$84.80-$119.20 per 8 hours
$2 coin user pays system for heaters
$10-$19 per hour
$41.70-$57.60 per 4 hours
$84.80-$139 per 8 hours
$2 coin user pays system for heaters
$21.50-$130.80 half day, mezzanine floor,
small hall, main hall
$52.30 to hire a personal address system

(1)

Paekākāriki Tennis Club Hall (1)

Raumati South Memorial Hall (1)

Paraparaumu Memorial Hall (1)

Waikanae Memorial Hall (1)
Waikanae Community Centre (1)

Waikanae Beach Community Hall

$38.70 per hour
(1)

Reikorangi Community Hall (1)

Ōtaki Memorial Hall (1)

Mazengarb Sports Complex
Paraparaumu College Gymnasium Hall
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$9 per hour
$28.20 per 4 hours
$51.20 per 8 hours
$2 coin user pays system for heaters
$9 per hour
$19.20 per 4 hours
$46 per 8 hours
$10-$19 per hour
$41.70-$79.50 per 4 hours
$84.80-$139.10 per 8 hours
$2 coin user pays system for heaters
$12.50 per hour
$28.80 per hour week days
$12.90 per hour weekends
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LIBRARY FEES AND CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Library Fees and Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Lending
Best Seller Books (1)
CDs
DVDs (1)
Talking Books

$4.50
$1
$3.50 or $5 for multi disc set
no charge

Loans/Reserves
Interloans
International Interloans

$15 each
$30

Library Membership
Membership Cards (replacement)
From 1 October 2014, anyone living, working,
owning property or studying on the Kāpiti
Coast can join the Kāpiti Coast District
Libraries at no charge and use the resources
of all of our SMART Libraries.

$3.50

FREE

Horowhenua residents who do not meet the
above criteria can join Kāpiti Coast District
Libraries and use Ōtaki, Waikanae,
Paraparaumu and Paekākāriki Libraries.
Anyone who is not in either of these
categories can either join Kāpiti Coast District
Libraries as a subscription member or pay
prescribed fees.

$2 per item, or $60 for 6 months,
or $120 per annum

Other Services
Faxes and Scanning – local/national
Faxes and Scanning – international
Historic Photo Service
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$1.20 for first page
60 cents for each subsequent page
$1.70 for first page
80 cents for each subsequent page
$13.50 for a CD with one scanned image
$2 per added image

SP-15-1585

Other Services
Postcards of Heritage Photos

$1 per postcard

Laminating

$3.40 for A4 and $5.50 for A3

Print Outs

30 cents for A4

Photocopying – Black and White
Photocopying – Colour

30 cents charge per A4 side
40 cents charge per A3 side
$2.20 charge per A4 side
$3.50 charge per A3 side

Library Bags

eBook publishing

$3
Epub and mobi formatting:
 $50 up to 30 chapters and 350 pages of
double spaced, 12 point Times New Roman
font in the Word document submitted for
formatting
 $1 for each additional chapter
 $10 for each additional 100 pages over 350
 Customize for these retailers for $20 each:
Amazon, Apple, Kobo and Google
 Smashwords file preparation $40
 Formatting redo/edits for ebook files already
formatted by the Library Digital Team start at
$25
 Boxed sets will be charged based on the
number of books included: $50 for book 1
and add $25 for each additional book up to
four books. POA for larger boxed sets
Post-edit after ePub and Mobi format complete
due to typos and author-related mistakes: $30
CreateSpace Layout $150 for the first 75,000
words/$20 for each additional 10,000 words
CreateSpace Cover Preparation: $150 if the
cover was designed by the Library Digital Team,
and $175 if the cover was designed elsewhere.
Cover Design: $200-$300 plus expenses which
may include image and font purchase
Administration Fee 5% of total cost.

Digital and eBook Workshops

$20-$40 per session

Workshops with model $40
Fabrication of a model POA.
* Pricing for non-fiction or graphic rich texts/manuscript formatting will be evaluated on a case
by case basis as these can take a lot longer to format.

3D Printing
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Library Fees and Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Extended Loan Charges
Books, Magazines, Adult CDs

50 cents per day

Children’s Books

20 cents per day

Best Sellers and DVDs

$1.20 a day

Services Free of Charge
Children’s CDs and Talking Books

No Charge

Internet

No Charge

Note:
(1)
Items will be reduced by 50% for holders of a Super Gold Card with a Community
Services notation on their Super Gold Card. No charge for the profoundly deaf borrowers
for DVDs.
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Library Fees and Charges
Coastlands Meeting Room at the
Paraparaumu Library Hire

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Community Groups
Community Groups – Evening

$41.80

Half Day

$36.60

Full Day

$63.80

Half Day plus Evening

$71.20

Full Day plus Evening

$94.20
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Library Fees and Charges

Paraparaumu Library Meeting Room Hire

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

Commercial Groups (2)
Commercial Groups – Evening (2)

$83.60

Half Day (2)

$72.20

Full Day (2)

$130.80

Half Day plus Evening (2)

$142.20

Full Day plus Evening (2)

$189.30

Note:
(2)
The commercial rate is double the rate for Community Groups.
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SOLID WASTE CHARGES
Note:


Fees for pre-paid rubbish bags, green waste and gate fees at the Otaihanga and Ōtaki
Resource Recovery Facilities are all set by commercial collectors and operators and are
therefore not included in the below schedule.

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Solid Waste
Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Otaihanga Landfill (cleanfill only)
Cleanfill (excluding concrete)
- must meet the cleanfill acceptance
criteria published on the Council website
Cleanfill (concrete only)

$11.30 per tonne
$6.80 minimum charge less than 350kg
Pre-approved Cleanfill (1): no charge
$38 per tonne
or pre-approved concrete:
lower charge (2)

Note
(1):
Pre-approval must be obtained from the Solid Waste Services Manager in advance for
disposal at no charge
(2):
Depending on quantity a lower fee may be approved by the Solid Waste Services Manager
in advance

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Solid Waste

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
License Fee

$161.70 annually

More information can be found on the Council website www.kapiticoast.govt.nz.
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OFFICIAL INFORMATION CHARGES

for Requests Under the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act (LGOIMA) 1987
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Charges for Official Information Requests
Charges(1) are for search and research and for the production
and distribution of the result
1

Charges Effective
1 July 2015 (incl. GST)

For all Official Information requests involving research or
collation in excess of one hour will be charged per hour
(chargeable in 30 minute increments after the first 1 hour)

$76 per hour

2

For all black and white copying A4 (the first 20 copies free)
then charge per sheet

20c

3

For all black and white copying per sheet for A3

30c

4

For any other cost, the amount actually incurred in
responding to the request. For example specialty copying
(maps etc), including provision of electronic media storage
devices, will be done at cost. For clarification specialty
copying includes colour copying at $2.10 charge per A4
sheet and $3.40 charge per A3 sheet

At Cost

Requests requiring specialist experts, not on salary, to
research and process the request

At Cost

5

In instances where a charge is to be applied, the Council will notify the requester as soon
as possible. The requester will be provided with an estimate of the cost of the request and
will be asked to confirm in writing that they agree to pay. The requester will only be charged
for the actual cost of providing the information but the charge will not exceed the advised
estimated amount. If a deposit is required, the requester will be advised of this when they
receive notification of the estimated charge.
(1)

How Official Information Charges are Determined (2)(3)(4)(5) Charges

Staff time supervising requestors review of documentation at counter

Postage/Courier

Collection of files from source

Reviewing files for confidential items

Hours spent in research and compiling response in excess of one hour

Where repeated requests from the same source are made in respect of a common
subject over intervals of up to eight weeks, requests after the first should be
aggregated for charging purposes

A deposit may be required where the charge is likely to exceed $76. In instances
where a deposit is requested, work on the request may be suspended pending
receipt of the deposit.
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(2)

The Council will provide electronic media storage devices at cost but cannot accept a
device provided by the requester as this runs the risk of introducing viruses into the Council
systems.

(3)

Charges may be waived or modified at the discretion of the Chief Executive or a Group
Manager authorised by the Chief Executive. Waivers will be considered in situations where
payment may cause financial hardship to the requestor, where the charge may become an
unreasonable deterrent to seeking information and is therefore working against the
LGOIMA principles.

(4)

The Council in determining these charges has taken account of the Ministry of Justice
Guidelines on Charging. At a general level, the Office of the Ombudsmen have taken the
view that the standard charging regime set out in the government guidelines is reasonable.

(5)

The Council will not charge for the following:

involvement by Chief Executive or elected members

any costs of deciding to release information

costs associated with looking for a lost document

costs of liaising with an Ombudsman

legal or other professional advice

liaison with any third party (e.g. informant)

costs associated with transferring a request to a more appropriate organisation

costs of refining application with requester, and

correspondence or phone calls with requester.
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ACCESS AND TRANSPORT CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Corridor Access Fee

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Corridor Access Request (CAR) Fee (1) Project Works

$263

Corridor Access Request (CAR) Fee (1) Major Works

$132

Corridor Access Request (CAR) Fee (1) Minor Works

$66

Roading Engineer

$143 per hour

Clerk of Works

$96 per hour

(1)

How Corridor Access Fees are Determined



Project Works, Major Works, and Minor Works are as defined by the National Code of Practice for
Utility Operators’ Access to Transport Corridors (November 2011)



The Council may at its discretion allow for multiple sites to be included in a single CAR application
with a single fee being charged. Applicants shall, if they consider there is a case to combine
multiple sites, provide the Council with the justification for a combined application fee.



Possible examples where a single fee may be considered are as follows:
−
Repetitive works of a minor nature requiring minimal or no excavation works
−
Minor works on multiple sites (Maximum of 4-5 minor streets)
−
Main contractor managing multiple works but located on a single site

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Paper Road Closure

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Road Stopping Application Fee

$715

Hourly Rate for additional work.

$143 per hour
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ACCESS AND TRANSPORT CHARGES
KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Vehicle Crossing Inspection Fee

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Traffic Engineer / Transport Planner
Hourly rate for administration of crossing application, pre- and
post-construction site inspections and sign off.

$143 per hour

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Wastewater Treatment

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Connection to Network

Quoted as per site
$360 for water meters up to
DN25mm.
Quoted per site for water
meters greater than
DN25mm

Water Meter Accuracy Testing

KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Water Charges

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Special Reading – Water Meters

$31

Water Dedicated Filling Point Access Card

$61

Water Charge for Potable Water from Water Supply System

99 cents per cubic metre

Note: Water Rates
Fixed Charge per separately used part of a Rating Unit – refer to the Funding Impact
Statement
Volumetric Charge – refer to the Funding Impact Statement
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KĀPITI COAST DISTRICT COUNCIL
Laboratory Charges – Testing Suitability of Water

Charges Effective 1 July 2015 (incl. GST)
Test - BOD g/M3

$15.70

Test - COD g/M3

$21

Test - Suspended Solids g/M3

$15.70

Test - Total Solids %

$10.40

Test - Total Solids g/M3

$15.70

Test - Volatile Solids g/M3

$15.70

Test - Ammonia-N g/M3

$15.70

Test - Nitrite-N g/M3

$15.70

Test - Nitra+Nitri-N g/M3 (Nitrate)

$15.70

Test - DRP-P g/M3

$15.70

Test - Total P g/M3

$21

Test - Chloride g/M3

$15.70

Test - Fluoride g/M3

$21

Test - Iron g/M3

$15.70

Test - pH

$6.20

Test - TEMP °C

$6.20

Test - DO g/M3

$6.20

Test - Conductivity mS/cm

$6.20

Test - Turbidity NTU

$6.20

Test - Salinity

$6.20

Test - Alkalinity

$10.40

Test - UV Transmission

$5.20

Test - Total Coliforms No/100ml

$15.70

Test - F/Coli no/100ml

$15.70

Test - E.Coli no/100ml

$15.70

Test - Enterococci No/100ml

$15.70

Test - Presence/Absence Coliform

$15.70
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